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State schools worry, wait for budget cuts 
Wendv Warren 
news editor 
Officials at Virginia's state-supported 
colleges and universities are holding 
their breath as the state budget office 
prepares to announce additional budget 
cuts for the schools either today or 
tomorrow. 
For most schools, this newest round 
of cuts should total about 5 percent 
from each year of the 1990-92 budget. 
That's on top of a 5-percent cut this 
summer. 
Ideas for the cuts will be taken from 
budget-cut proposals submitted by each 
school earlier this month. 
"It's obvious that these cuts will 
have an effect," said Dr. Barry Dorsey, 
deputy director of the State Council of 
Higher Education in Virginia. "But to 
what extent will depend  on the 
institution and its cuts." 
Although the exact cuts each school 
outlined in their proposals have not 
been released, state schools say some 
broad areas — including hiring new 
faculty, operating budgets and 
equipment funding — will be cut. 
Several schools also say class sizes 
will grow and a tuition surcharge may 
be necessary to make up for money 
lost under the cuts. 
In addition to each school's cuts, the 
state has already abolished part of a 
scheduled fall pay raise for some 
administrators, faculty and staff, as 
well as taken lottery funding from 
several building projects on college 
campuses. 
Here's a sampling of cuts likely to 
be announced this week for some of 
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Symposium '90 
Environment 
key topic of 
symposium 
Mfce Consedine 
ErinMcGrath  
stqffwriters 
They watched the hordes of ads based on Earth 
Day this spring. They read the piles of warnings 
about a dying environment. 
But even after the slew of publicity for 
environmental issues, JMU students and faculty 
say they are still interested and involved in the 
environment 
Beth Ising, president of the JMU 
environmental group EARTH, said, "I don't 
think environmentalism is a fad. We are coming 
to a point where we absolutely have to be 
concerned about our ecology." 
The theme of this year's Arts and Science 
Symposium is the environment, and so far the 
response by JMU students and faculty shows 
there is still a great deal of concern about Mother 
Earth. 
And Ising feels the Arts and Science 
Symposium is a good way to educate the public 
about environmental problems it might have not 
been aware of before. 
"You have to educate yourself on the problems 
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Rowers and their place in society was the topic of Hugh lltis" speech Tuesday. 
before you take action, the education itself is an 
important action," she said. 
Dr. Douglas Skelley, associate professor of 
political science and chairman of this year's Arts 
and Science Symposium, said, "The tradition of 
the symposium has been to try to focus on 
pressing issues in society. 
"The committee this year felt that the decade of 
the '90s is going to be a decade in which the 
environmental question becomes one of the 
hottest questions," he said. 
Dr. John Sweigart, JMU professor of 
philosophy, said, "I think it's an extremely 
important issue, a complex one, but a very 
crucial one. 
"If people don't wake up, it may be to late," he 
said. 
And students feel the same way. Senior Jody 
Wheeler said the symposium showed "exacdy 
how much of a tenuous grasp we have on life 
right now." 
"We're here by a thread," he said. 
Some JMU students also have changed their 
lifestyles because of their increased awareness of 
environmental problems. 
Senior Nick Virag said, "Environmental 
awareness is an important issue that all of us 
must face. My apartment mates and I have been 
recycling aluminum cans as part of our 
contribution." 
Sophomore John Tully said he and his friends 
"recycle glass, paper and cans. We watch our 
energy consumption and ride our bikes to class." 
University organizations, like the Student 
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Symposium focuses on 'natural' concerns 
Flowers for more 
than decoration 
JohnParmetee     ■ 
stqffwnter 
It was billed as "The Biological Roots of the 
Aesthetic Experience," but there's an English 
translation: Why we all love flowers. 
Speaking Tuesday at the JMU Arts and 
Sciences Symposium, lecturer Hugh Iltis gave 
not only scientific reasons for our love of 
plants and the environment, but also provided a 
colorful display of that fact. 
The "optimum human environment" is one 
that is close to nature, said Iltis, herbarium 
curator of the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison. To demonstrate that "there is 
something about nature that grabs us," Iltis 
showed slides that used the image of flowers 
on: 
• a stamp from Germany 
• a magazine from Sweden 
• his girlfriend's swimsuit 
• an ad for Johnny Walker Red Scotch and 
the most vivid — 
• an ad for The Preserve, a housing 
development, featuring not a picture of 
apartments or condominiums, but rather, a 
lone orange oak leaf. 
All of this, Iltis said, tells us more than 
simply "we live in a world of flowers." It 
shows we respond favorably to natural things 
— advertisers know this, and so do scientists, 
he said. 
Human beings have an innate preference for 
patterns, he said. Even newborns have 
responded positively to distinct shapes over 
arbitrary lines and circles in tests. 
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Dr. Hugh Iltis. 
Above all, Iltis hopes that in the rush to 
develop land, some is returned to nature. His is 
a fear of graying urban areas and the numbing 
effect it has on metropolitan inhabitants. 
An editorial cartoon Iltis displayed near the 
end of his environmental lecture explained 
what he is trying to stop. The picture is from 
Look magazine and show two businessmen 
wading through a sea of midday traffic. 
It reads, "If you want a higher standard of 
living, you have to settle for a lower quality of 
life." 
Deforestation and 
the population 
Mfa Purenson -   , 
The earth can't give what it hasn't got. 
If the world's population continues to grow, 
humans could face a dead world without trees, 
rivers, animals or even air, according Dr. Hugh 
H. Iltis, herbarium director and curator at the 
University of Wisconsin at Madison. 
Iltis' Tuesday night speech was part of the 
1990 Arts and Sciences Symposium. 
According to Iltis, the world population was 
3 billion in 1960. By 1974, that figure was 4 
billion. It now has jumped to 5.3 billion — 
and by the year 2000, another 1 billion may be 
added to the world's population. 
"There is no glory in numbers," Iltis said. 
"We cannot continue to grow this way. 
"God doesn't give prizes for population 
explosions," he said. 
Because of the huge population explosion, 
entire forests all over the world are being 
destroyed — along with the animals that 
inhabit them — in order to accommodate the 
people, he said. 
"When the forest is gone, the birds will be 
gone and they won't come back in the 
springtime — silent springs through 
deforestation," Iltis said. 
"We want to give future generations a rich 
world," Iltis said. "Please go out and do your 
part and think about these things. Because if 
you are not going to do it, nobody else ever 
will. 
"And if you're not going to do it now, it will 
never happen." 
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Environment 
CONTINUED from page 1 
Government Association, also have adopted new 
conservation programs, according to John Pagels, 
SGA secretary. 
"The SGA recycles as an office," he said. Pagels 
also said the SGA Senate is creating a committee to 
clean up Newman Lake and other areas of concern. 
"The lake could be a thriving ecosystem, rather than 
a place to throw kegs," Pagels said. "There are many 
things the students could be doing too, such as 
recycling paper and aluminum cans." 
Skelley said the initiative lies with the student. 
"When there is student willingness to recycle, you 
probably will find administrative willingness to join 
in." 
The Arts and Science Symposium Program 
concludes today with a program at 4:30 p.m. at the 
Sawhill Gallery and a presentation at 7:30 p.m. in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
If you have a newstip please 
call Wendy at x6127. 
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Rush grows, but 
bids not reduced 
596 women, 390 men sign up for Rush 
Betsy Qverkpmp. 
writer 
There are more men and women 
rushing the Greek system this year 
than ever before, but rushees shouldn't 
think the numbers will lessen their 
chances of receiving bids from one of 
the seven sororities or 10 
university-recognized fraternities. 
Kelli McGonigal, Panhellenic Rush 
chairwoman, said there are 596 women 
signed up for sorority Rush this year 
— about 50 more women than last 
fall. 
This fact, along with the loss of one 
sorority, has made several house rush 
chairwomen nervous, McGonigal said. 
"The whole vague concept of how 
quota is set is what bothers everyone," 
she said. 
Quota is the number set after second 
rounds that determines how many 
women a sorority may pledge. 
Last year the quota was 42 for each 
house, but McGonigal said it was too 
early to make a guess for the quota this 
year. 
"Quota is based on a formula after 
second round," she said. The number is 
based on what is best for both the 
pledges and the houses. 
"We try to get a number for optimal 
quality of sisterhood," she said. 
McGonigal said women have a good 
chance of receiving a bid if they go 
into Rush with the right intentions. 
Going through Rush completely, 
having the intent to stay with the 
Rush process and making it to 
Preference Night — the final night of 
Rush — are some factors that 
determine whether or not a woman will 
successfully complete Rush, 
McGonigal said. 
Sean Tobin, Inter-Fraternity Council 
vice president and acting Rush 
chairman, said there are 390 men 
signed up for IFC rush. 
"This is substantially more rushees 
than last year," Tobin said. "But I don't 
understand why." 
The fraternities, unlike the sororities, 
do not have a quota system and a 
fraternity can take as many or as few 
men as they choose. 
The 10 fraternities have anywhere 
from 50 to 88 brothers each. 
This year, the fraternity and sorority 
Rushes are taking place at the same 
time. Rush will end on Sept. 21. 
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Several female Rushees stand outside the Alpha Sigma Tau 
house during first rounds Tuesday afternoon. 
Self-improvement pushes JMU self study 
writer 
JMU has spent the past two years taking a tough 
look at itself. 
Faculty, administration and students have been 
working on a self study — assessing die quality of 
JMU for both reaccreditation by the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools and 
self-improvement. 
"We're good, bottom line," said Roger Soenksen, 
a JMU associate professor of communication and a 
member of the self study's steering committee. 
"Even though we are good, we can be better," he 
said. 
Every 10 years, colleges and universities across 
the country must undergo a self study to become 
reaccredited. Accreditation signifies that a school's 
programs fulfill certain standards set by national 
educational associations. Schools without 
accreditation rarely achieve national or regional 
prominence. 
JMU is accredited — and reaccredited — by the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. 
But JMU's reaccreditation is in no danger, 
Soenksen said. "The self study will look at where 
we are and where we want to be as a university," he 
said. 
John Hinshaw, student representative on the 
steering committee, said, "The students have a vital 
voice in this study." 
The self study examines nine areas: the 
institution's purpose; effectiveness; educational 
programs, both undergraduate and graduate; faculty; 
educational supports such as the library; student 
services; administration; and financial and physical 
resources. 
Data for the self study came from questionnaires 
distributed to 516 faculty, administrators and 
students last spring. Some portions of the 
questionnaire were completed by students during the 
assessment testing. 
This summer, 50 students and 105 faculty 
members on various committees began compiling 
the results of the questionnaires — a three-foot-high 
stack of computer printouts. The steering committee 
is now starting to examine the results. 
On Dec. 1, a first draft of a synopsis of the 
committees' findings will be submitted to the 
steering committee, which then will compile the 
nine reports and send it to SACS. 
This report will be finished and published oy Dec. 
1, 1991, and will be available at Carrier Library for 
student or faculty review. 
At this point, it is too early to surmise any 
specific findings from the survey. 
"There is so much out there," said Dr. Frank 
Doherty, assistant director of planning and analysis 
and member of the steering committee. 
But   preliminary   reports  indicate  expected 
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Campus police reported the following: 
Possession of Cocaine 
• Non-student Robert W. See, 22, of Harrisonburg, 
was charged with possession of cocaine after he 
was arrested on a bench warrant from the Rocking 
ham County Sheriffs Department outside Gibbons 
Dining Hall at 10:55 p.m. Aug. 25. 
See was alleged to have on his person a plastic 
bag containing a white powder, which tested posi- 
tive for cocaine, according to the state (orensics lab. 
Destruction of Public Property, Suspected 
Drug Overdose/Adverse Reaction 
• A JMU student was charged judicially with de- 
struction of public property after he damaged blinds 
and tore a telephone from a wall of the snack room 
of Chandler at 11:16 p.m. Sept. 6. 
The student, allegedly under the influence of 
LSD, had become physically and emotionally un- 
controllable and had to be restrained with manacles 
for his own safety, police said. He was transported 
to Rockingham Memorial Hospital. 
A campus police officer was slightly injured while 
subduing the student, police said. 
Violence to Persons, Disorderly Conduct 
• Four students were charged judicially after a 
fight in Gibbons Dining Hall at 7:03 p.m. Sept. 11. 
The fight started as a food fight, police said. While 
officers were on the scene, a D-hall employee alleg- 
edly assaulted one of the food fight combatants. 
Violence to Persons 
• Two unknown persons struck a non-student in a 
fight at the Phillips Center Ballroom at 1:15 a.m. 
Sept 9. 
• Two students were charged judicially with vio- 
lence to persons after a fight at the Village area ga- 
zebo at 1:03 a.m. Sept. 8. One of the students also 
was charged judicially with underage consumption 
of alcohol. 
Grand Larceny 
• A red Nishiki Montamba brand mountain bike 
was apparently stolen from a bike rack in front of 
Shorts Hall sometime between 5 p.m. Sept. 2 and 
noon Sept. 5. The bike's front wheel was locked to 
the rack at the time, and the rest of the bike was re- 
moved. The 21 -speed bicycle is valued at $400. 
Petty Larceny 
• A textbook, "Delinquency and Justice," appar- 
ently was stolen from a park bench on the Pedestri- 
an Plaza sometime between 225 p.m. and 2:45 
p.m. Sept. 5. The book is valued at $35. 
• Laundry was reported stolen from a dryer in the 
laundry room in Converse Hall at 5:30 p.m. Sept. 9. 
Four male suspects were observed leaving the 
scene in a car, police said. The incident is under in- 
vestigation. 
• A Pioneer brand stereo was stolen from a vehi- 
cle parked in X-bl sometime between 8:30 p.m. 
Sept. 9 and 4 p.m. Sept. 10. The model KE1333 
stereo is valued at $100. 
The dashboard of the vehicle also was damaged. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• A window screen in the Kappa Sigma house 
was found cut at 2:30 p.m. Sept 5. No entry was 
made. 
• An unknown person discharged a fire extin- 
guisher on the second floor of the halfway house — 
formerly the Alpha Gamma Delta house — on Greek 
Row at 12:33 a.m. Sept. 7. The damage was esti- 
mated at $10. 
• Two JMU students were charged judicially with 
destruction of public property for allegedly damaging 
several posts and a light pole on Greek Row at 2:05 
a.m. Sept. 12. 
Destruction of Personal Property 
• A student's car was damaged in the parking lot 
next to Roop House at 1:30 a.m. Sept. 9. The rear 
window of the car was smashed, the tail light broken 
and the wipers torn off. 
A campus cadet observed a mid-sized black and 
red car leaving the scene. 
Trespassing 
• Non-student Gerald R. Thomas, 21, a magazine 
solicitor from Spring, Texas, was charged with tres- 
passing in White Hall at 2:24 p.m. Sept. 10 after po- 
lice received complaints from several residents. 
Failure to Evacuate During Fire Alarm 
• A JMU student was charged judicially with failing 
to evacuate during a fire alarm in Ikenberry Hall at 
9:45 a.m. Sept. 10. 
• A JMU student was charged judicially with failing 
to evacuate during a fire alarm in Eagle Hall at 4:45 
a.m. Sept. 8. 
Attempted Break and Entry 
• An unknown person apparently attempted to 
break into Pete's Eats concession stand sometime 
between 5 p.m. and 6:15 p.m. Sept. 7. 
Damage was estimated at $25. 
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ART WORK DONE 
59-A South Liberty 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(703)564-0928 
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GREEN SOUTH MAIN LAUNDRY 
1596 South Main Street (Mick or Mack Complex) 
Our Family Is Happy To Provide The Best Coin Laundry Possible. 
Modern — Clean — Lowest Prices — Best Value 
OUR FEATURES HAVE VALUE! 
38 washers • 22 new. modern American 
computerized dryers • Digital readout shows 
time and temperature • Accepts dimes and 
quarters • Controlled atmosphere for year round 
comfort • Cable TV • Lounge and snack area • 
Restroom • Coin Changer • Plenty of folding 
area • Soap vending machine • Plenty of hot 
water • Attendant on duty 
Maytag Double-Loader $1.00 
Convenient Hours: Triple-Loader $ 1.25 
Dailyoam-.9:30pm .LastLoad8:45pm  .433 - 1566 
Wash 600 
Dry .25* (lOmin. 
for25«) 
Think you know 
something about design? 
The Breeze is seeking an 
assistant graphic design 
editor. 
This is an opportunity to work with state-of-the-art desktop 
publishing facilities. Macintosh experience is a bonus. For information 
about specific duties, call Jennifer Rose at 568-6127. 
Applications should be brought to The Breeze cffioss in the basement 
of Anthony-Seeger Hall and directed to Jennifer Rose, managing 
editor. Deadline is noon September 17,1990. Please enclose resume 
and three clips. 
If s not that hard; actualy 
it's a, ahem, Breeze,  
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Gorbachev introduces plan: 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev embraced a 
radical economic reform plan Tuesday in his boldest 
step yet to end old-style communism that has 
controlled the country for 73 years. Gorbachev told 
the Supreme Soviet that a market program devised by 
economist Stanlislav Shatalin was the best way to 
prevent a total collapse of the economy. 
molt) arm aN/ioxv 
Bush urges reduction passage: 
President Bush went before Congress Tuesday night 
to blast Saddam Hussein's aggression while urging 
lawmakers to pass a $500 billion deficit-reduction 
packing by Sept. 28. Declaring the Iraqi president 
"will fail," Bush called on the United States and 
Congress to put "country before self and patriotism 
before party" as the United States stands firm in the 
Middle Easi. 
Soviet Jews arrive in Israel: 
Israel, welcoming a flood of Soviet Jews that has 
provoked Arab alarm, celebrated the arrival Tuesday of 
its 100,000th immigrant this year, an 80-year-old 
grandfather from Leningrad. 
More cities fighting census: 
Over 1,100 cities are fighting 1990 Census results 
and demanding recounts. If requests keep coming in at 
the current pace, as many as half of the United Slates' 
39,000 municipalities could wind up protesting. 
Among challengers so far: Detroit; Nashville, Tenn.; 
New Orleans, La.; Milwaukee; Oklahoma City; and 
St Paul, Minn. In 1980, only 2,000 cities challenged 
Census numbers. 
Philly looking for money: 
Cash-strapped Philadelphia, seeking $375 million 
to keep from going broke by the end of the month, 
has a start. Swiss Bank Corp. said Tuesday it will 
back $50 million of the temporary loan notes Mayor 
W. Wilson Goode's administration is trying to sell. 
Goode says the city will be out of cash by late this 
month unless it gets an infusion. 
Military aid requested: 
Investigators seeking the killer of five college 
students in Gainesville, Fla., called for military help 
Tuesday to comb 10 square miles of woods where one 
suspect reportedly went on nighttime "reconnaissance 
missions." Detectives, tipped that Edward Humphrey, 
18, spent time in the woods, say their search could 
strengthen or weaken their case against Humphrey. 
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College 
Information Network 
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Peaceful scenes 
Elizabeth Large sits on the Quad enjoying sun while doing homework. 
Newsfile 
Conservation display in library: 
Photographs and handicrafts from the 
QomolaBarun conservation project in Nepal are 
now on display in Carrier Library's lobby through 
Sept. 21. 
The exhibit is courtesy of Jim Underwood from 
Woodlands Mountain Institute in Franklin, W. Va. 
Environmental conference to be held: 
The Student Environmental Action Coalition is 
sponsoring a national student environmental 
conference called CATALYST to be held at the 
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Oct. 5 
to 7. 
Speakers will include: Ralph Nader, consumer 
advocate, Cesar Chavez, president of the United 
Farm Workers, and Robert Redford, actor and 
environmental advocate. 
Singer Billy Bragg also will sponsor a benefit 
concert during the weekend. 
For more information, call Helen Dcnham at 
217-333-2440. 
Arts and Sciences Symposium continues: 
• John Huddleston from Middfebury College in 
Vermont will lecture on his photo  exhibit, , 
"Alchemical Reconnaissance," today at 4:30 p.m. 
in Sawhill Gallery in Duke Hall. 
• Carl Casebolt will speak on "Envisioning a 
Sustainable Environment/Society" at 7:30 p.m. in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. Casebolt is a health and 
environmental advocate from the National Council 
of the Churches of Christ. 
The Breeze Newsfile is offered when space 
permits to publicize information on job 
opportunities and campus and area activities. To 
nave information reviewed for publication, call 
568-6127 or send information to the news editor, 
do The Breeze, Anthony-Seeder Hall, JMU, 
Harrisonburg.VA 22807. 
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Study. 
CONTINUED from page 3 
responses. "There are some concerns aboul the 
financial status of the university," said Barbara 
Miller, deputy university librarian and steering 
committee member. 
But, "At this point any conclusions are 
premature," she said. 
After SACS receives the final report from JMU, it 
will send a review board to JMU to determine 
whether or not the study was accurate. 
Finally, SACS will issue their report to JMU 
President Ronald Carrier and render the final 
reaccreditation decision. 
The whole process takes four years to complete. 
Policelog. 
CONTINUED from page 3 
Capias Arrest 
• A construction worker was arrested at the 
request of Virginia State police at 10 a.m. Sept. 7 
for failing to appear at a DUI hearing. 
Driving Under the Influence, Operating with 
Suspended License 
• Student Charles P. Robinette, 20, of Oakton, 
was charged with drivihg under the influence at the 
intersection of Port Republic Road and Bluestone 
Drive 2:08 a.m. Sept. 7. 
Robinette also was charged with operating with a 
suspended license. 
Non-Compliance with an Official Request 
•  A JMU student was charged judicially for 
non-compliance with  an  official  request for 
refusing to comply with a cadet's request outside 
the Delta Gamma house at 2:25 a.m. Sept. 9. 
Number of drunk in public charges since August 
25:33 
Why's a nice person like 
you parking in a place 
like this? 
An improperly parked car may deprive a handicapped person from using 
the sidewalk or cause them to make a long detour. It could even cause them 
to have an accident. 
So, next time please THINK BEFORE YOU PARK! 
in in RUSH | Asbury United 
Methodist Church 
205 South Main Street (703) 434-2836 
Sunday Services 8:45 and 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? 
Asbury's bus will be making 2 stops for 
our 11:00 a.m. Sunday morning service. 
Godwin 10:30 
Bluestone Dorm 10:35 
Students will be returned to campus 
following the Service. 
Come join us!! 
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CONTINUED from page I 
Virginia's state-supported schools: 
JMU 
JMU has already announced thai it 
expects to cut the operating budget — 
the fund behind everything from 
supplies for academic departments to 
maintenance projects. 
The hiring freeze in effect since early 
August has been extended, and JMU 
will probably lose state funding for 
two small capital projects: a new 
boiler for JMU's physical plant and an 
electrical upgrade. 
Still, JMU did get lucky on some 
counts. The university had no projects 
in the running for lottery funds — just 
a few years after the purchase of 110 
acres of land across Interstate 81 for the 
campus of JMU's proposed College of 
Applied Science and Technology. And 
the two small capital projects may be 
so inexpensive that JMU can find other 
funding for them. 
And faculty and student moods have 
stayed relatively calm, though some 
JMU faculty members are concerned 
about the loss of part of a raise 
scheduled for fall — a raise they were 
promised by letter and contract. 
Virginia Tech 
Tech, on the other hand, hasn't 
stayed calm at all, holding a 
5,000-person protest Monday against 
the proposed budget cuts. 
A 5-percent cut would total about $9 
million for the university — too 
much, they say, after $14 million in 
earlier cuts to their 1990-92 budget. 
There are unmet needs," said David 
Nutter, Tech spokesman. 
About 275 Tech faculty and staff 
positions were eliminated or left vacant 
following July's 5-percent cut. And 
Nutter said upcoming cuts will cause 
more personnel cuts. 
"We're trying to minimize the 
impact on personnel, but there's very 
little left to cut but personnel," Nutter 
said. 
Tech has had a hiring freeze in effect 
since July. 
Tech also expects to reduce .the 
number of classes it offers, causing 
larger and harder-to-add classes. 
And if the cuts are too deep, Tech 
may reduce enrollment. Nutter said. 
University of Virginia 
UVa's cuts also may reach $9 
million, or 5.5 percent from each year 
of the university's 1990-92 budget, 
said Louise Dudley, director of the 
UVa news office. 
As with other schools, most of those 
cuts will consist of a hiring freeze and 
cuts to operating expenses, like travel 
and library acquisitions. 
"The general philosophy behind this 
is to protect the academic programs," 
Dudley said. "We're trying to maintain 
the number of courses. But instead of 
an associate professor teaching that 
class, it may be an instructor or an 
adjunct faculty member." 
George Mason University 
At GMU, operating budget cuts may 
force the university to turn off lights 
in outlying parking lots — and a 
number of GMU students say the 
school will see a dramatic increase in 
crime if that happens. 
"A number of us know that we're 
here after midnight, working on a 
computer program or something," said 
Bruce Long, GMU student senate 
chairman. "And a lot of people are 
worried about the increase in crime that 
will occur." 
GMU also will continue to freeze 
positions after the budget cuts, said 
Helen Ackerman, associate vice 
president for university relations. 
But they won't say what other cuts 
they expect. "At this point, we really 
don't want to mislead people," 
Ackerman said. 
And the students aren't sure either. 
"We're fortunate in comparison to 
others," Long said. "They haven't cut 
classes or faculty yet" 
Radford University 
Radford also participated in Tech's 
protest against budget cuts but will 
release little information on what cuts 
they expect, said Doloris Allen, news 
bureau manager for Radford. 
But Allen said the budget situation 
has put planning for Radford's 
proposed College of Global Studies on 
hold. 
And Radford does have a hiring freeze 
in effect and may consider a tuition 
surcharge if the cuts are too deep, 
Allen said. 
NEWSTIP? 
If you know any news call Wendy, x6127. 
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MISS USA GETS $200,000 ON CBS-TV 
ENTER 1991 MISS VIRGINIA USA 
NO PERFORMING TALENT 
You can win fame and fortune as Virginia's rep- 
resentative in the nationally televised 1991 Miss 
USA Pageant on CBS-TV. The search for Miss 
Virginia is on. State finals will be Nov. 24-25 at 
Richmond's Marriott Hotel. If you are single, be- 
tween the ages of 18 and UNDER 27 as of Feb. 1, 
1991, you may qualify. For FREE entry informa- 
tion, send name, address, age & phone to: Miss 
Virginia USA, P.O. Box 905, Silver Spring, MD. 
20910: Or Call TOLL FREE 1-B0O-BEAUTYS. 
Entries Limited. Deadline Soon. 
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434-2515 
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Weekend Bus Service 
JMU to Northern Virginia 
Friday - 
depart JMU bus stop  5:00 p.m 
arrive Vienna Metro 
Station 7:00 p.m 
Sunday - 
Depart Vienna     5:30 p.m. 
arrive JMU 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets available in 
BOOKS, ETC. in the 
Warren Campus 
Center 
MOLE HILL 
Authorized Dealer 
Check our prices on... 
Bikes, Locks, Lights, 
Bags, Racks, Pumps, 
and Much Mora! 
Complete Sales & Service 
862:5486 
Just west of Harrisonburg 
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'fou asked for a computer 
price that wouldn't turn 
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Check out the IBM PS/2. With our 
rtudent price, you'll be able to keep a 
hand on your budget and a hold on 
your pocket. 
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Let's all nap 
on the Quad 
Thirteen days. . . As of today, we've all been 
in school for exactly 13 days. Why does it seem 
like 13 weeks? And is this number of days just 
coincidence or a bad omen for the semester of 
Fall '90? 
Even though it still feels like we just got here, 
many professors have already began to lay the 
work on thick. Already a lot of students are 
experiencing the kind of stress one would expect 
to feel at mid-semester. 
In the Sept. 6 issue of The Breeze, Rev. 
Archie Turner, who has worked in campus 
ministry for 22 years, said, "I have never noticed 
an earlier build up of stress in a semester." For a 
semester to possess an atmosphere that 
deviates from the "stress-norm" enough to 
capture the attention of a man who has seen 44 
semesters come and go, something has to be 
wrong. 
When you think about it, this semester hasn't 
exactly been a barrel o' laughs. It began with a 
crisis in the Persian Guff, a homicidal maniac 
terrorizing the UF campus in Gainesville Fla. 
and two students on our own campus 
committing suicide. These three events alone 
have probably generated enough stress for all of 
us to take a bite. And the fact that summer is 
over and classes are well on their way doesn't 
help at all. But how do you tell your professor 
that you just don't feel you possess the mental 
strength at this juncture in the semester to go 
through with typing the four- to six-page paper 
due tomonow? There probably isnl a way. But if 
you truly feel you have a legitimate excuse for 
not being able to meet the requirements of an 
assignment, any understanding professor would 
most likely propose some sort of compromise 
that suits the two of you. Even if they don't, it 
never hurts to ask. 
A simple solution for all this would be nice, but 
highly unlikely. We could always boycott classes 
but wouldn't that defeat the whole purpose of our 
even being here? It'd be nice to think we're all 
worth the investment. So go ahead, turn in those 
papers and take those tests. But if you feel 
stressed out, don't ignore N, deal with it. Talk to 
a friend. Take a wait. Call home. Punch a wall. 
Do something other than keeping it inside, 
because that's when problems become crises. 
How about if the administration implements a 
new policy — nap time on the quad. Yeah, we 
could al go out and buy those Httle nap-pads we 
had in kindergarden and sleep our stress away 
on tush, green grass under a deep, blue sky. But 
back to reality... 
# 
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Answering machine hang ups 
Two things about my 
answering machine — I 
love it and I hate it. 
Meaning I like it in the- 
ory but basically despise it 
in actuality. 
Honestly, they're great 
inventions — it's a nifty idea, not having to worry 
about missing important phone calls. Or any phone 
calls, for that matter. 
And sure, they're kind of fun. I bought one the 
summer I lived in Albany, N.Y., with two of my so- 
rority sisters. Granted, we didn't know too many peo- 
ple in Albany, N.Y., so we didn't get that many im- 
portant phone calls in the first place. But we got a 
kick out of coming up with creative recordings for it. 
'WHAT?!?! You thought you reached phone sex? 
No. no — you forgot to dial the 1-900! But if you 
want to leave a message, Cathy, Julie or Laurel will 
call you back anyway.'' 
The three of us thought we were pretty funny. My 
mom, on the other hand, didn't think so. I came home 
from work one evening to find a message from her. 
"Change that." 
Direct, to the point — that's my mom. We changed 
it that night 
"Who are you and whaddya want?" 
Anyway, you get the idea We had more fun play- 
ing around with the machine than other people had 
calling us that summer. 
Now my roommate and I have a subdued, re- 
strained message on the machine. Something along 
the lines of, "Cathy and Laurel aren't here right now, 
but leave us a message and we'll call you back." 
But let me get to why — despite all the creative 
opportunity — I loathe the answering machine. 
Maybe it's indicative of the impersonal, electronic 
society we live in. Maybe I see it as one more step to- 
MY WORD 
-Laurel Wissinger 
cause I anticipate the re- 
frain "Have your secretary 
call my secretary" turning 
into "Have your machine 
call my machine." 
Or maybe it's because 
everyone always hangs up 
on my machine. 
OK, I admit it. That's the true heart of this matter. I 
take it personally when the message light is blinking 
but the person hung up without saying anything. I 
consider it the telecommunication equivalent of 
"DingDongDitch" — a game I abandoned somewhere 
around second grade. 
Each time I gel a hang up message, I speculate, 
wonder and worry just who might have called me and 
why they didn't say anything. My most far-fetched 
scenario involves my grandmother calling — but just 
as the machine picks up the call she falls and breaks 
her hip, leaving her unable to leave a message. 
Yes, I know it's absurd. Grandma told me the same 
thing when 1 called to make sure she was OK. 
Remember when you used to sit by the phone, 
mentally willing it to ring? Waiting for him to call 
and ask you to the movies Saturday night? Afraid to 
go to the bathroom for fear you'd miss the call? 
Now the machine eliminates that worry. I even fig- 
ured out how to activate the remote message check 
on my machine. I just punch in my secret three-digit 
code from any location. Granted, calling every IS 
minutes isn't much of an improvement over sitting 
impatiently by the phone — but it's a start 
Two of my friends used to have a message on their 
answering machine that simply said, "Hi. Call back." 
It doesn't make much sense — it pretty much defeats 
the purpose of having a machine to tell people to call 
back instead of leave a message. But it worked. 
"It's reverse psychology," one of them said to me. 
"J "     ■ ».'• ' uward the OrwdMan vision of "1984." Maybe it's be,       lhatetoteirthem.b^I.ased 10hangupon-it 
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Exercise? Gimme a burger and a nap instead 
On Monday night, my intramural Softball team lost 
its first game, 16-0.1 only batted once — grounding 
out to end the game — and I imagine if I had played 
in the field, the score would have only been worse. 
But as I sat on the sidelines, watching three of their 
first five batters knock balls into the cheap seats, I 
started to think about how much time the other team 
must have spent practicing for the day when they 
could humiliate us. 
And I wondered if being that healthy was really 
worth it. 
Ever since I got out of the ninth grade back in 
1985.1 haven't been much into the idea of breaking a 
sweat. Right about then, I began to realize that being 
stolid and lazy had its merits, while staying fit only 
used up a lot of energy that could be better spent 
taking a nap or eating a hamburger. 
By 10th grade, gym class ceased to be amusing 
anymore. Boys from the ages of 12 to IS assume if 
you sweat like a bull and beat the hell out of each 
other in P.E., your chances of attracting girls will be 
exponentially magnified. As if the aroma of rancid 
socks will cause your little dream girl's hormones to 
start a-pop-pop-popping like a jar of Orville 
Redenbacher. 
Fortunately, the wise adolescent will realize there's 
only so much badminton and ping pong a person can 
stand, and if you happen to go all-out when you do 
play the rough stuff, you'll only find yourself 
smelling like a flatulent goat when you show up in 
chemistry the next period. 
And so I imagine my desire to exercise left me at 
about the same time I realized it was a lot more 
difficult to walk next door than it was to hop in the 
9 BAD PENNY 
-David Noon 
car and drive. Whereas I used to clock my elementary 
school and junior high years by what sport I happened 
to be playing at the time, for the last five years I've 
gauged my life from nap to nap and hamburger to 
hamburger. 
I suppose it will only get worse as I get older. 
About a decade ago, when I was considerably younger 
and considerably healthier, I played in my first 
softball game, this time at a church picnic. Aside 
from being a great place to count how many of the 
Ten Commandments are broken in one afternoon, 
church picnics invariably have that one source of 
recreation in which all the adults get together and 
remind themselves how fat and middle aged they've 
gotten. 
At this particular gathering, all the men wound up 
so tanked by the third inning that it hardly mattered 
whether they could turn a double play or not One of 
the older men explained to me why they did that. It's 
not mat playing softball is so much fun you feel like 
you've got to have a cup of beer in your hand, he 
said, but if you've got some kind of a handicap going 
for you, your teammates expect a lot less from your 
performance. 
So I'm keeping that in mind. Maybe in 20 years or 
so, when I go to that potentially embarrassing office 
picnic, I'll remember to bring along a large 
mushroom and shrimp pizza, a pack of unfiltered 
Camel cigarettes and a case of beer. 
"Look at that," everyone will say. "He's a fat, 
chain-smoking, beer-guzzling loser. No wonder he 
sucks at softball." 
But I can't use excuses like that right now. I'm not 
fat yet; pizza is getting expensive; I'd rather be 
flogged twice a day with chicken wire than smoke 
unfiltered cigarettes; and I'm still not old enough to 
drink beer in the state of Virginia. 
In fact, unless my doctor tells me 111 drop dead the 
minute my pulse breaks 100 beats per minute. I 
really don't have any excuse to sit on my couch and 
watch my fish while everyone else is getting up at 6 
a.m. for morning aerobics. Not that I wouldn't really, 
really like to bounce around to Milli Vanilli and 
spend the next 12 hours moaning and groaning — I 
just happen to think painful exercises are best left to 
mutants and I arm animals. 
It's a mauer of building up my endurance gradually, 
I suppose. I walk to class, I climb stairs, I carry my 
own tray at D-hall — it's something, at least. Forget 
about the fact that I prefer taking elevators. Forget 
that I'm in favor of building conveyor belts around 
campus to get people like myself where they want to 
go without all the hassle of excess movement. And 
forget about the fact that the only reason I carry my 
own tray at D-hall is because there are 20 pieces of 
chicken on it 
Everyone has to start somewhere. 
Junior David Noon refuses to attend aerobics at 6:45 
in the morning. 
Valley Mall • Harrisonburg • 434-4824 
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Meal price increases for students 
off-campus are extremely unfair 
To tht editor: 
What is the deal with the prices at D-hall? Last year, a 
student with a Food From Home account received a 20 
percent discount when he entered D-hall and a 10 
percent discount at Dukes. For a $4 lunch at D-hall, the 
student paid S3 JO, which was a pretty good deal. 
This year no disount is offered — there is no tax, but 
the price is now $4.50. So effectively, the cost of a 
lunch at D-hall has jumped 40.6 percent. (And we 
thought gas prices had gone up.) 
We are not arguing with the quality of the food, but 
the coat With the university encouraging students to 
move off campus, it doesn't seem like this option is 
being kept affordable. The only advantage of having a 
FFH account is you can't spend the money in the 
account on anything but food. 
The meal contracts are not very appealing, either. For 
a 5- or 7-meal contract, you save a whole 20 cents on 
lunch per day. Miss a meal and there goes your savings. 
Eat at Dukes and get to spend $3.25 of the $4.30 you 
paid for that portion of the contract. 
Why have the prices gone up so much that it is no 
longer affordable to eat on campus? Who decided we 
want to pay $4.50 for lunch, and why weren't we 
involved? 
William Kendrick 
junior 
art 
Together promotes racial harmony 
through understanding and identity 
To the  editor: 
Together is a movement of students committed to 
forming a world free of racism and prejudice. It is a 
movement advocating the equality of human beings 
enhanced by the awareness and appreciation of each 
individual's cultural and racial differences. Together 
does not promote the idea of a melting pot in that races 
lose their identities. Instead, it promotes an 
understanding and appreciation of those qualities which 
make each individual unique. Together holds meetings 
to allow communication, plans events to expand 
cultural experience and joins and aids other groups in 
their pursuit of race consciousness. 
For those of you familiar with the Together 
movement on campus, you've already seen and 
hopefully participated in some of the activities held 
last year such as our "Celebrate Differences Week." 
Maybe you've heard one of our guest speakers or 
participated in "Hands Across JMU." Together also was 
very proud to see many of its members take part in a 
silent protest against the Ku Klux Klan last October. 
Well, guys, it doesn't stop there! This year, our 
ambitions. and expectations are even higher than 
before, and we need your support. I'd like to encourage 
those interested in leadership of Together to attend our 
first meeting on Monday in the Highlands room of the 
Warren Campus Center at 8 p.m. Hope to see you all 
Monday! 
Tiffany Klngham 
Junior 
social work 
2 other signatures 
Staying in touch with high school 
friends might help solve problems 
To the editor: 
Not many people here at JMU had a chance to know 
Chris McConville. I, along with a handful of other JMU 
students, graduated from high school with him. Chris, 
better known as "Coun," was very visible in everything 
he did. Whether it was debate, football, student council 
or class, everyone always knew Coun was there. His 
manner was rambunctious, his humor infectious, and 
these traits justly earned him the title "Class Clown" of 
our graduating class. 
I wasn't a member of Coun's crowd, but many of his 
close friends are students at JMU now. 1 haven't seen 
most of these people since high school. I'm sure that if 
Coun had come to any of us for help, he would have 
received it, but he wasn't the type of person to let it 
show when something was bothering him. Not many 
people are. 
Sometimes an old friend or even an acquaintance can 
notice when something is really wrong. Please stay in 
touch with the people on campus you grew up with — it 
can make a difference. For my fellow alumni of Turner 
Ashby High School, look on pages 147 and 187 of 
your 1986 yearbook; Well miss you, Coun. 
Cathy Clare 
senior 
music education 
Can you draw? 
Yes an      NO 
Are interested in poking 
fun at life around you? 
Yes SO No 
If you have answered yes to 
both of these questions then 
The Breeze is looking for you. 
You could be a campus 
editorial cartoonist. 
If you are still saying yes, 
call Dave at x612/for 
more information. 
% Vee'S Wace 
m 
For Our 
WEEKE 
SPECIAL 
at our new 
Outdoor 
Lounge 
Weekday Lunch Buffet only $4.50. 
Wednesday, Friday & Saturday evening buffet. 
Sunday Buffet all day. 
We DELIVER to JMU and in town. 
Call 434-3003 
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APPLICATION  DEADLINE FOR 
PALL 1991 AND SPRING 1992 
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There are also a fev spaces open for Spring 1991! 
For more information on a semester abroad 
in Salamanca, Spain, 
contact Mrs. Carmenza Kline, Director, 
or the Studies Abroad Office in Keezell B-2 (x641 9). 
Gynecological Services 
in a Private Setting 
Harrisonburg 0B\GYN 
Associates 
1041 S. Main St. 
Across from JMU 
434-3831 
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You read the 
newspaper for 
the latest news 
today. But the 
paper news is 
printed on can 
and should be 
used again. 
Last year, more 
than one third 
of all U.S. 
newsprint was 
recycled. And 
that number is 
growing every 
day. Recycling 
is the one way 
we can all give 
something 
back. Consult 
your local 
yellow pages 
for the nearest 
recycling 
agency. 
The furnished beds are especially nice at The Commons, and almost 
everyone appreciates their larger size and comfort. 
Kick Back For A Day! You Deserve It! 
Unless you're 6' 10", you're going to 
love the larger, more comfortable 
beds that you can have in 
your Commons Apartment. 
You can rent fully-fur- 
nished, partly-furnished, or 
move your own furniture 
in. With four bedrooms, 
patios and balconies, wall- 
to-wall carpeting, a micro- 
wave oven, washer/dryer 
PURCCLL 
PARK JAMES 
MADISON 
UNIVERSITY 
THE N(L 
COMMONS/^ ^^ 
and a cable TV hook-up, The Com- 
mons Apartments are going to be 
rented fast. 
Get offcampus this Fall. 
Call The Commons at 
432-0600. 
w w Wm*n w*HW W^9%^. 
869 Port Republic Road 
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Plane crash intrudes on quiet Northern Neck 
The A-6 Intruder was flying fast and low and likely 
hit a buzzard or hawk before it cart-wheeled out of the 
bright August sky. 
A bird strike to the canopy or engine would have 
had the same effect as an artillery shell. It was over in 
seconds — a high pitched whine as the single engine 
strained and died. Then there was a chute and fireball. 
The people of the sleepy town of Burgess on 
Virginia's Northern Neck didn't know what to make 
of it I didn't either. So I took a break from mowing 
the lawn and went a short way up the road to see. 
Burgess is a quiet little town by the Chesapeake 
Bay, just south of the mouth of the Potomac. Half 
the townspeople are watermen — crabbers, 
oystercatchers and commercial fishers. The nearest 
McDonald's is 17 miles away. The movie theater is a 
30-something-mile drive. 
The airport runway actually is a grass strip cut a bit 
lower then the rest of the Johnson grass in an unused 
field. There's not even a windsock. 
As a matter of fact, there are very few things that 
flap around in the hot summer air on the Neck — no 
5 o'clock news, no Mayor Barry, Ken Mundy, crack, 
Iraq, OPEC, Pete Jennings or Dan Rather. Going 
there is a break from life, at least life as most people 
know it 
Up until the moment of the crash, the most 
difficult thing I'd had to think of for some time was 
what kind of bluefishing rig to use — a Hopkins 
silver spoon or a plain white buck tail with a yellow 
worm. The fish weren't running out at the lighthouse 
or at Blackberry hang. But fishing was fun even 
without the fish. 
Our neighbor Bob liked to say, "If you always got 
SO IT GOES 
-Matt Wasniewski 
lucky, they'd call it catching, not fishing." 
There are, however, plenty of Navy planes that fly 
overhead out of Pautuxent Naval Air Station. They 
make some noise, breaking the sound barrier with a 
boom as they stray inland before turning back out to 
the 20-mile-wide Bay. 
This particular plane didn't boom. It just whined. 
And it didn't make it to the Bay. 
"It's good luck he missed the farmhouse," says 
Ronnie JetL He stands next to me in a church parking 
lot with a crowd of onlookers, watching a search and 
rescue helicopter land in a burning soybean field, 
smoke swirling around the blades. 
Good luck? The plane tore a 20-foot-deep trench 
practically in the backyard of a farmhouse. The 
impact threw dirt and debris against the house, across 
the lawn, onto the neighboring field and into the road 
a couple of hundred yards away. The effect was like 
throwing a brick in a mud puddle. 
The metal was sheared and twisted and the largest 
piece was no bigger than a newspaper. 
It took the Navy and state police two hours to find 
the one guy who bailed out. He was seen drifting 
toward Edwardsville as the strong Bay breeze whipped 
his bright orange chute. He landed in a marsh and 
passed out — face up with multiple broken bones. 
Real good luck. 
But the A-6 was a two-man fighter. That was a very 
unsettling thought. 
Within hours the media came, look their pictures 
first and asked their cold questions second. Pictures of 
the flags in the soybean field, in the backyard and 
across the street. Red flags that marked human 
remains. There were hundreds of little red flags. 
And the reporters rushed back to Richmond and 
Washington to put their pictures on the S o'clock 
news. Burgess, for at least a night, was officially a 
locale. Funny how places get recognized. 
There are some places which you think the world 
with all its brutality, ugliness and absurdities won't 
ever intrude. A place where you can't get to sleep for 
the first couple of nights because the silence is so 
loud. I thought this had been such a place. 
Maybe there isn't any such escape. Instead we're 
merely lucky enough to put such troubling things 
behind us for a while. Then, usually, you'll find the 
bad part of reality will tumble out of the sky — right 
onto your mind. 
It had been such a clear day, unusually pleasant for 
mid-summer. But it also was terribly violent; a rude 
lesson on how random life is. For a long time I didn't 
sleep that night, and it wasn't for lack of quiet or even 
the loudness of silence. 
Maybe tomorrow — I thought to myself dial night 
— we'll all have better luck. And the blues will be 
breaking again, out at the lighthouse., 
Mall Wasniewski is a communication and history 
major who couldn't do without the Bay, the fishing 
and the quiet of Virginia's Northern Neck. 
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'Party Tableware     •      Helium 
Singing Telegrarrts •  Gag Gifts 
EN Opm  10-9 Moa-Sat  >—_^ 
12:30-5:30 Sunday   (433-0900) 
TOYOTA of 
HARRISONBURG 
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP SPECIAL 
(On Toyota's only) 
• Minor Tune-Up (4Cyl) $29.95 
Install Toyota-brand spark plugs, check air, fuel and 
emission filters. Inspect ignition wires, distributer cap 
and rotor, belts, hoses and PCV valve (6-cylinder 
slightly higher. Excludes 60,000 mile platinum 
plugs). 
• Free Complimentary Inspection 
10% Discount on Additonal Work 
Winterization Special    $24.95 
Drain cooling system and replace antifreeze for 
protection to 20-30 degrees below zero. Check al 
fluid levels. Check battery and starter. Clean and 
inspect battery terminals/cables. 
Do it yourself special 
Toyota oil filter and 5 quart of toyola oil ... 
$10.00 
Toyota Quality 
'I love what you do for me" 
All Technicians      | 
Fully ASE 
Certified ' 
I 
Offer ends Oct. 12,1990   ' 
745 East Market St. 
Harrisonburg,VA 
434-1400 
r. ~^*~. . r;  . .-7 . 
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"Rhyolite, Nevada, 1988" (left) with its complex caption and "Golden Gate Park, 1988' 
(above) are selections from professional photographer John Huddleston's exhibit 
"Alchemical Renaissance." Freshman Dave Hummel (below) studies one of 
Huddleston's photographs featured in Sawhill Gallery. 
FRED NORTH/THE BREEZE 
John Huddleston 
discusses photos 
in Sawhill Gallery 
4 £ ~1 " 've always been interested in 
landscapes and nature," 
A photographer John Huddleston 
said. 
"I grew up as an Army brat playing in the 
woods and streams," he said, adding that North 
Carolina's natural surroundings sparked his 
appreciation for landscapes. 
Huddleston also developed a strong interest in 
breakthroughs in modem science and the cosmic 
way of thinking that "everything is everything." 
Last year, Huddleston blended his interests in 
landscapes and physics into a photography 
exhibit, "Alchemical Renaissance," and he will 
discuss this exhibit in Sawhill Gallery today at 
4:30 p.m. as part of JMU's Arts and Sciences 
Symposium. 
"Alchemical Renaissance" will be on exhibit at 
Sawhill Gallery through Sunday. 
Huddleston is an assistant professor of an at 
Middlebury College, Vt. His exhibit has toured 
extensively on the East and West Coast. 
"Alchemical Renaissance" unites color 
photographs of landscapes and the cosmos with 
captions detailing complex physics laws. Each 
photograph captures a scene of nature and is 
accompanied by a law of physics below it. 
Observers may wonder how Huddleston 
decided to mix two seemingly different ideas — 
natural beauty and physics. 
Huddleston said even the most intellectual 
scientists have a soft edge. "Einstein did have his 
theories of relativity. "But if you look at his 
less-scientific essays, then I think you'll 
discover how many of our great physicists were 
very philosophical people." 
HUDDLESTON page 16 
article by David Schleck 
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Huddleston  
CONTINUED from page 15 
Huddleston said a certain equation can be very 
rewarding to those who observe his artwork. 
Study "the hard-edged" scientific law in the caption. 
Add it to personal reflections from the photograph — 
and the sum is often a philosophical theory. 
Huddleston says "the study and use of light and 
form are essential ingredients of photography and 
physics and, as such, often result in a profound sense 
of beauty and truth." 
The exhibit's goal is to question "pigeonhole 
thinking" with a holistic approach to art and science, 
Huddleston says. 
Instead of focusing solely on the individual physical 
Moviewatch 
and philosophical details, Huddleston said he 
combines unique aspects of his artwork to work 
together as a whole idea. 
"The last five pictures [in the exhibit] deal with 
cosmology, the idea that something came out of 
nothing," Huddleston said. "I think that is so similar 
to our ideas of God and religion. It questions our way 
of thinking. 
"As modern physics seeks new understanding of 
time, space, and the origins of the universe," 
Huddleston said, "it becomes remarkably close to 
being a verifiable system of philosophy." 
But Huddleston doesn't mind if observers prefer to 
ignore the complex captions of the photographs. 
"There is prejudice against words with pictures," 
Huddleston said. They [observers] can take it as they 
can. I certainly enjoy them just as photographs. But 
if you grapple with them, you may get more out of 
the exhibit.'' 
Huddleston currently is working to unite different 
historical eras in a new photography exhibit. He will 
combine historical Civil War photos with 
photographs of current political events. He will then 
unite the two with artwork of plants and rocks — 
items that have withstood humankind. 
Huddleston said the political feel of the exhibit is a 
new step for him. 
Meanwhile, Huddleston's "Alchemical Renaissance" 
will be traveling across the United States and Canada 
for the next five months. 
THURSDAY 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres 
• Men at Work (PG) — 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 
• Flatliners (R) — 2. 4:30, 7, 9:15 
• Dark Man (R) — 1:45, 3:45, 5:45. 7:45. 9:45 
• The Freshman (R) — 1:30. 4, 7:15. 9:20 
Loews Theatres 
• Taking Can of Business (R) — 7:40, 9:40 
• Navy Seals (R) — 7,9:15 
• Ghost (PG-13) — 7, 9:25 
FRIDAY 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre 
• Internal Affairs (R) — 7. 9:30 
• A Clockwork Orange (R) — midnight 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres 
• FlatUners (R) — 2, 4:30, 7, 9:15 
• Men at Work (PG-13) — 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 
9:30 
• Dark Man (R) — 1:45,3:45, 5:45, 7:45. 9:45 
• Wild at Hoart(R) —1:30, 4, 7. 9:30 
Loews Theatres 
• Ghost (PG-13) — 7, 9:25 
• Pump Up the Volume (R) — 7:30, 9:45 
• Navy Seals (R) — 7. 9:15 
SATURDAY 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre 
• Internal Affairs (R) — 7. 9:30 
Valley Mall Loews Theatres 
• Flatlkiers (R) — 2, 4:30, 7, 9:15 
• Men at Work (PG-13) —1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 
9:30 
• Dark Man (R) — 1:45, 3:45. 5:45. 7:45. 9:45 
• Wild at Heart(R) — 1:30, 4, 7, 9:30 
Loews Theatres 
• Ghost (PG-13) — 4, 7, 9:25 
• Pump Up the Volume (R) —3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:45 
• Navy Seals (R) — 3:30, 7, 9:15 
Leggett and Mademoiselle Magazine bring you the On Location team of experts, a fabulous beauty 
and fashion event! 
Mademoiselle Editors Jodie McKenzle and Patricia Adler will select audience volunteers for 
fashion experts Samantha Lynch of Estee Lauderand New York Hairstylist Gregory Paul to 
perform their makeover magic on! New York Photographer, Carol Seltz will take photos—you could 
be featured on the pages of Mademoiselle! 
You'll receive giveaway* and have a chance to win exciting doorprlzes including a 100.00 Estee 
Lauder Cosmetic Wardrobe! 
(Audience volunteers must be 18 or older) 
O N 
LOCATION 
I 
JodH McKHiih Ortgory Piul Stminthm Lynch 
Tuesday, September 18 at 7 p.m. 
Sheraton Hotel, Harrisonburg 
For tickets call (703)434-4477, $3.00 each to benefit charity 
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He looks just like any other 
student on the campus of 
JMU. He may be in one of 
your classes, or you may work with 
him at D-Hall. If you live in Ashby, 
you share a residence hall with him. 
He even dresses like everyone else 
— leaning back at his desk wearing 
high tops, shorts and a bank T-shirt 
that proclaims, "I survived the first 
week at JMU." 
But he is not the typical JMU 
student In his brief 19 years, he has 
probably experienced more than many 
of us will in our entire lives. 
You would probably never believe 
that he watched his country's 
Communist government fall and his 
countrymen turn to revolution. 
You may never guess that he knows 
what it means to be willing to die for 
freedom. 
Stephen Alb is Romanian. He was 
at the Central Committee Building in 
Bucharest, the Romanian capital, on 
the morning of December 22, 1989 
when the Communist government fell 
and Romanian dictator Nicolae 
Cheausescu tried to escape die throngs 
of people who had surrounded the 
building. 
"It was incredible," Alb says. "All 
night the night before, people were 
listening to updates on Radio Free 
Europe. Everyone in the country 
knew what was going on. 
"We knew that there was repression 
going on. We knew that people had 
been killed in Timisoara and that 
maybe thousands more had been killed 
in Bucharest 
"In the morning there was this mass 
uprising — all the people went out 
into the streets," he says. 
"It was like when you have a kettle 
and it boils, and because it boils and 
nobody takes the lid off, the pressure 
builds up and it explodes. Like in the 
Soviet Union, there was someone to 
take the lid off — Gorbachev, but in 
Romania nobody took the lid off and 
it just exploded," Alb explains. 
"When I got to the Central 
Committee Building, there were at 
least 100,000 people that had 
surrounded the building. Everybody 
was chanting 'Death to the dictator,' 
'Death to Nicolae Cheausescu' and 
'We want freedom.' 
"I asked somebody, 'Has the 
government fallen?* and he said. Yes!' 
And I began hugging him. Everybody 
was really overjoyed. 
"The dictator got into a helicopter 
and tried to flee. And then the people 
stormed the Central Committee 
Building. It was incredible — they 
from 
REVOLUTION 
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Freshman Stephen Alb adjusts 
to a new life in the United States 
ywick by Laura Hutchison   PW> by Chra Haws 
Freshman 
Stephen 
Alb 
at work. 
Albis 
employed 
by 
JMU 
Food 
Services, 
and he 
works 
in the 
dish 
room 
at 
Mall. 
went in and began throwing all his 
[Ceausescu's] books and paintings of 
him, and they started burning them," 
he says. 
"I still have those pictures in the 
back of my mind. They are memories 
that I will treasure all my life." 
Alb not only witnessed the fall of 
Communism in Romania, but also 
played a part in the kind of coverage 
Americans saw of the revolution. 
A crew from NBC news came to the 
university he attended, wanting to do 
an interview with a student and a 
professor. The student they 
interviewed was the head of the 
syndicate — a group formed to help 
students protect their education and 
their relationship with both their 
teachers and the state. 
Alb began speaking to one of the 
cameramen who had come to the 
university. Alb speaks English 
fluently — he spent time in American ^, 
schools as a child because of his 
father's business. 
Due to the quality of his English, 
the network asked him to come work 
for them. He worked with NBC as a 
translator for about a week and then 
began working for ABC. 
He had been with ABC for about 
three weeks when he heard a special 
crew would be arriving in Romania to 
do a documentary about the 
revolution. 
"As soon as I heard about that job, I 
grabbed it," Alb says. "It was 
something that I was really interested 
in. I wanted to learn more about what 
had really happened." 
As it turned out, the special crew 
that came was "The Koppel Report." 
Alb worked as an interpreter for Ted 
Koppel, and Alb's skill with 
languages was put to use in the 
special documentary Koppel made for 
American television. 
Alb worked directly with Koppel for 
about five days. During that time. 
Alb says, he did on-camera 
translations for interviews with the 
Prime Minister of Romania, the 
Defense Minister and known 
dissidents. He also saw the secret 
tunnels which ran under the Central 
Committee Building — a place that, 
before the revolution, no one could 
even go near. 
Not only did Alb's work with "The 
Koppel Report" give him the 
opportunity to meet with the past and 
future leaders of his country, but it 
also enabled him to meet the people 
with ABC that eventually brought 
him to the United States and finally 
to JMU. 
Before the revolution, he went to 
school at the Academy of Economic 
Studies in Bucharest. Peter Demchuk, 
a JMU alumnus and producer for 
Koppel Communications Inc., 
befriended Alb and suggested he might 
do well and learn more at an American 
university. 
Alb purchased an SAT prep book 
and had only three days to study the 
material before actually taking the 
test. 
"I crammed the night before," he 
says. 
ALB page 18 
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His scores and application were sent to JMU, and 
he was accepted. 
He has been in America only about 17 days, and 
the adjustment so far has not been too difficult for 
him. 
The main point that struck Alb as he arrived at 
John F. Kennedy Airport in New York was the 
people. 
"The diversity of the people really hit me hard. 
Basically, any kind of person you looked for you 
could find — all in this one airport. There were 
people there from all over the world," he says. "I 
think the diversity of the people is one of the 
strongest points the United States has." 
As far as school is concerned. Alb has noticed a 
big difference between an American university and a 
Romanian academy. 
"The big difference here is that everything is 
computerized. Back in Romania we are still working 
with computers that use cards," he says. 
Another major difference he has noticed is the 
format for tests. 
"In Romania, the students attend class all year and 
then in the summer they take a written exam. If they 
do well enough on the written exam, they are 
exempt from the oral exam. If they do not do well 
on the written part, they have to draw lots and pick a 
topic. Then they have about 30 minutes to write the 
answer to their question on the blackboard. 
"I think this way of testing is a lot more 
intelligent than the form used in Romania. It relies 
more on learning and understanding than on 
memorization," he explains. 
"Something else that surprised me is the freshness 
of JMU. Part of that is due to its surroundings. It is 
still shocking to me sometimes to see people 
studying out on the grass. I was used to studying in 
old, dusty rooms. 
"The school I attended in Romania was in 
Bucharest, which is a city of about 2.3 million 
people. There I didn't really have a campus life. I 
would go to classes and come back home," he says. 
The parties at JMU also have been a bit of a 
surprise for Alb. "I've been to several parties. There 
were lots of beer kegs, people enjoying themselves, 
music and talking but there wasn't any dancing. 
"All the images we had of American parties we 
got from movies which always showed people 
dancing all night, but I didn't see any dancing. The 
parties were great all the same, though," he laughed. 
Alb says he will probably go home to Romania 
this summer. If he does, he will be forced to deal 
with the problems the transition to democracy has 
caused. 
"Within 25 years I hope 
that Romania will be a 
stable democracy in a 
greater context. I hope 
that Romania can be the 
United States of Europe 
and be to Europe what 
America is to the West. I 
hope to see a time soon 
when all Europeans can 
be proud to be 
Europeans." 
Stephen Alb 
Romanian student 
He says one of the main problems in Romania 
now — nine months after the revolution — is the 
economy. 
"Democracy is really bard to get underway," he 
says. "It takes a couple of years for all the 
democratic institutions to appear and all the 
democratic processes to start. It has started, but it 
takes some time to begin to drive society in the 
right direction. 
"The economy is in very bad shape. It's not that 
we have debts — we have no debts. 
"The.problem is that we lack technology. Our 
technology is very old. It is inefficient. For 
example, we waste — per unit of product — three to 
four times more energy than Americans do. And so 
when energy costs are going up, you're not going to 
be competitive at all on the world market" 
Alb says democracy has been established 
throughout Romania and is becoming stronger. "We 
had free elections in May. The only problem is that 
there is not a really strong opposition," he says. 
Alb says the winning party in the May elections 
got more than 66 percent of the vote. 
"In democracy there have to be at least two really 
strong parties so that opposing views can battle it 
out and the best ideas can surface. If something goes 
haywire with one side, you're kept in check by the 
other side. 
"I think things will clear up when we have the 
local elections, which will be in less than one year's 
time, and in about a year and a half when the 
constitution has been drawn up. After that there will 
be general elections for parliament and for 
president," he says. 
Despite the difficulties the transition to democracy 
has caused. Alb has big dreams for himself and for 
his country. 
"At the end of five years, I hope that Romania 
will be a stable democracy and that the economy 
will get back on track. I hope that Romania will 
become part of the European community as an 
associate member. 
"Within 25 years I hope that Romania will be a 
democracy in a greater context. I hope that Romania 
can be the United States of Europe and be to Europe 
what America is to the West. I hope to see a time 
soon when all Europeans can be proud to be 
Europeans," he says. 
Alb is an economics major and hopes to work in 
America after graduation. "I think there will be a lot 
of options open to me when I graduate. American 
and English companies will be wanting to do 
business with Romania and I think I will be the 
right person at the right time — someone who can 
sort of bridge the gap between two cultures," he 
says. 
Spotlight 
« Paul Gillispie: Marching Royal Dukes 
"No one really knew about mc 
until Saturday — I was the big 
surprise," said junior Paul 
Gillispie. 
Gillispie has kind of an unusual 
position on the JMU campus this 
year. He is the only male on the 
color guard, part of the Marching 
Royal Dukes. 
Gillispie said men on the color 
guard are not a new phenomenon in 
marching band history. 
"Two years ago there were four 
guys on the color guard," he said. 
"And our instructor, Ray Lynch, 
was on the color guard when he was 
a student at JMU." 
Gillispie was on the color guard 
for four years at Albemarle High 
School. Then, while attending 
Piedmont Community College in 
Charlottesville, Gillispie taught the 
color guard back at Albemarle High 
School. 
He said he became interested in 
the color guard because "it just 
looked like fun. 
"I wasn't into sports, and I 
thought, 'Hey, I can do this!' I've 
always been the type of person who 
likes to be different," he said. 
Gillispie came to JMU in the 
middle of the summer to perform 
for the band directors. He was 
invited back to attend band camp 
during the week before classes 
started. Tryouts were held during 
that time and each potential 
candidate for the color guard had to 
learn a routine and perform it before 
die other members of the band. 
Since becoming part of the 
Marching Royal Dukes, Gillispie 
said his fellow band members have 
been supportive of him. 
The band's first performance was 
at Saturday night's opening football 
game against Liberty University. 
"I wasn't scared on Saturday until 
I got out on the field and heard 
some of the rude comments being 
made," he said. 
"But my new philosophy is that 
JMU needs to get over it — they'll 
just have to get used to me. 
"I am qualified to do this, and I 
enjoy what I'm doing and that's 
what matters most," he said. 
Gillispie, a management major, 
just transferred to JMU from 
Piedmont Community College this 
year. 
—Laura Hutchison 
Spotlight is a forum that presents 
students, faculty and organizations 
in a different light. It is printed 
regularly as space permits. If you 
know someone whom you think 
should be featured in Spotlight, 
please call Laura or Christy at The 
Breeze atx6127.   . 
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New York bagel shop opens in the 'Burg 
Kiran Krishnamurthv 
stqff~writer 
Fitting a metropolis like New York 
City into a city the size of 
Harrisonburg is not an easy task. But 
the owners of Mr. J's New York Style 
Bagels and Deli already have carved out 
a niche in the Valley after little more 
than a month in the area. 
Located at 163S Market Square East, 
Mr. J's offers an assortment of bagels 
made with sesame, onion, garlic, 
cinnamon and other seasonings. 
Each bagel is served to the 
customer's order and can be topped 
with a variety of cheeses — including 
cream cheese, Swiss, provolone and 
American — and meats like roast beef, 
turkey, salami and capicola hot ham, a 
spicy seasoned ham. 
"We serve everything on a bagel," 
said Mary Ann Jerlinski, who owns 
the deli along with her husband, Joe, 
and brother-in-law David. "We started 
with bagels, and we're going to stick 
with them." 
Jerlinski said the popularity of Mr. 
J's took off as soon as its doors opened 
in late July. "People said, 'Finally, a 
bagel place,'" she said. "It's really a 
change for this area. We're a different 
concept" 
The quality and uniqueness of Mr. J's 
food are the special ingredients that 
attract customers, Jerlinski said. 
All bagels and salads are made fresh 
each day, and only natural ingredients 
and quality products like Boar's Head 
meats are used. New York's Taylor 
Ham, rare to this area but a popular 
per pound. 
Catering also is available, and 
hungry eaters can try the Party Bagel, a 
bagel-meal over one foot in diameter 
that easily serves about a dozen people. 
Mr. J's doors are open 7 a.m. to 8 
p.m. every weekday, from 7 a.m. to 3 
p.m. Saturdays, and from 7 a.m. to 
1:30 p.m. Sundays. 
Away from the food-filled counters 
and bustling kitchen is a dining area 
accented with plants and reminders of 
the Big Apple. A black-and-white 
mural of the New York City skyline, 
painted by Jerlinski's son, an architect 
student in New Jersey, covers an entire 
brand to the north, is used for ham 
creations. 
"Mention Taylor Ham to any student 
from New York or New Jersey and 
they'll be over here," Jerlinski said. 
"Some people say it's ham, 
salami-nized." 
In addition to bagels and bagel 
sandwiches, Mr. J's serves gourmet 
bran, blueberry, apple crumb and 
chocolate chip muffins the size of 
softballs. And sometimes it takes two 
people to finish one, Jerlinski said. 
Mr. J's also features deli pickles, 
mustards, sauerkraut and an array of 
international coffees including Italian 
BAGELS page 20 
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Joe, Dave and Mary Ann Jerlinski make sure their bagels are fresh. 
■v 
Freshly made bagels anxiously await their fate as they cool shortly after being created. 
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Mary Jane Jerlinski is performing the heart of the operation — making bagels inside Mr. J's. 
FRED NORTH/THE BREEZE 
Espresso,   Swiss   Chocolate   and 
Almond Colombia. 
Bagels cost less than 40 cents each 
and are cheaper by the dozen. Bagel 
sandwiches generally run under $3 and 
the unusual coffee blends cost under $7 
wall. Framed prints of Big Apple 
scenes also are a reminder of a place far 
more chaotic than the pastoral 
Shenandoah Valley. 
The Jerlinskis opened Mr. J's this 
summer after months of planning. 
They visited relatives in the area in 
November and decided to move here 
from their northern New Jersey home, 
Jerlinski said. 
Following the advice of relatives, the 
Jerlinskis decided to bring bagels to the 
Valley and by December, plans for a 
business were in the works, she said. 
After shopping around the bagel 
business in New Jersey, the Jerlinskis 
contacted a bagel equipment distributor 
who also was the originator of 
Goldberg's Famous Bagels. In return 
for using the originator's equipment, 
the Jerlinskis received permission to 
use the Goldberg recipe, Jerlinski said. 
And Jerlinski said the resulting 
bagels "are the best in the Valley." 
lofh^       Kool Aid 
September 
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Bump it up! 
JMU's Patti Ray (center) sets up a play during Tuesday's loss to 
Liberty. The Dukes took the match to five games and lost the final 
game 16-14. JMU's record dropped to 2-3, Liberty is 1-3. 
One for the books: 
Dukes trounce UR 8-0 
MattVvasniewskJ  
yorts&mor 
The JMU women's soccer team 
securely fit us first varsity win under 
its collective belt with a 8-0 trouncing 
of the visiting Richmond club 
yesterday, evening their record at 1 -1. 
The Dukes jumped to a 5-0 lead in 
the first half on the strength of two 
goals by Chantel Swandt and 17 shots 
on goal. 
JMU head coach David Lombardo 
said he was looking for a game like 
this to boost team confidence. 
"I am real excited — I think this is 
something we are capable of doing all 
the time," Lombardo said. "We've got 
some outstanding players. We just 
needed to get a little confidence and a 
couple of goals under our belt" 
The Duke's scoring clinic began at 
20:50 when Schwandt, a backer, took a 
corner kick from Nora Maguire and 
punched in a 5-yard shot past Spider's 
goalie Stacey Steinbeiss. 
From there it was all downhill. 
Shwandt connected less than two 
minutes later from 20 yards out on an 
assist by freshman Kerri O'Connell. 
Two minutes later, O'Connell 
connected on the first of her two goals 
with a chip shot off an assist by 
Jonnell Berry. 
Teammates Cathy Reid and Dana 
Albertella added two more goals before 
the half as the Dukes kept the 
scoreboard operator limber. 
"I think this was really a team win," 
Lombardo said. "I think we had some 
really nice play from our freshmen. A 
lot of them really stood out We started 
six of them." 
The Dukes owned both sides of the 
field and hardly ever had to venture into 
the defensive half, as evidenced by their 
28 shots on goal and 18 cornerkicks. 
It was the second straight effort in 
which JMU managed to push its shot 
total into the upper 20s. Against 
UMBC Saturday, they had 24. The 
difference this time was that they were 
able to cap off a lot more 
opportunities. 
"We we're a lot more relaxed today," 
Lombardo said. "In the other game we 
were a stride and a half off on 
everything, and today we couldn't put a 
foot wrong. That's the game of 
soccer." 
The Spiders managed to get only one 
shot on goal, which came during a 
scramble in front of the JMU goal 
SOCCER page 22 
Schellhammer, Baumgardner out with injuries 
John R. Crate 
stqffwriter 
The Dukes have.rfad to do some shuffling on 
their offensive line this week but they think they've 
come up aces.  / v 
JMU center Chris Schellhammer has a fractured 
left fibula ^nd will miss six weeks of his final 
season. Guard Eric Baumgardner, another fifth year 
senior, sprained his left foot and will be out two to 
four Weeks. Baumgardner also handles the Dukes' 
special teams snaps. 
"Because we have depth, we're able to sustain 
this," offensive line coach Jeff Cannon said. "We 
have enough good people to fill the positions ... I 
wish I had them back, but I don't feel we've lost 
our offensive integrity. I can't lose another two 
guys this week. I don't want that to happen." 
Filling the slots will be junior Doug Murphy, 
who played the remainder of Saturday's game at 
center, and Army transfer Chris Thurman, a.k.a. 
"TheThurmanator," who moves from back-up 
guard to starter this week as JMU prepares for 
Virginia Military Institute. 
"I'm looking forward to it," Murphy said. "I've 
been waiting four long years for it. It's a shame 
this is Chris' senior year and it happens to him this 
way, the first game ..." 
Murphy said he knew last Friday he was going to 
play in the Dukes' opener against Liberty, a 22-19 
loss. Schellhammer went down in the first half. 
"I had a feeling Chris was going to get hurt," 
Murphy said. "I don't know why. I was right there 
ready, mouthpiece in. I went in there and we scored, 
so I was pretty happy with that." 
Murphy, a 6-foot-1, 255 pounder from Radnor, 
Pa., said becoming mentally prepared to start was 
hard at first but he's ready now. 
The main wing is I want [the coaches] to feel 
confident in me," Murphy said. "Maybe they're a 
litde skeptical now, but I want to show them that I 
can do it, I can play." 
The new Multi-bone offense is one Murphy likes 
a great deal. As an offensive tackle on his high 
school team, they ran the Winged-T. JMU.has used 
that offense, or a variation of it, for the past five 
seasons but it was scrapped after 1989. 
"With [the Multi-bone] you can play your best 
players all the time," Cannon said. "In the 
Winged-T everbody is specialized. With this offense 
you can move a player along the line of scrimmage 
so you can always play the best five." 
Murphy said he "loves the change." 
"I had a blast in spring ball," Murphy said. 
"When we trashed the Winged-T, I was real happy." 
Fellow linemen Baumgardner, D.R. Carlson and 
Brian Rees are Murphy's roommates and mint 
them has made Murphy feel calm and controlled. 
INJURIES page 22 
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Soccer. 
CONTINUED from page 21 
mouth. As the ball was being cleared, 
a Richmond forward managed to head 
it. But the ball lofted high over the 
cross bar. JMU goalie Lori Grant 
wasn't even tested in the first half and 
with a five-goal lead Lombardo gave 
Kim Baker a full half of playing time 
after the intermission. 
The Richmond defense was out of 
position and just plain outrun. Spider's 
goalieStacey Steinbreiss managed to 
save 11 shots on goal but allowed 
several because of poor positioning. 
Injuries  
CONTINUED from page 21 
but, "I'm sure I'll be gelling those 
willies soon. 
"I don't want to blow it now," 
Murphy said. "Coach Purzycki always 
states be somebody and I always think 
about that. I don't want to be in 10 
years saying I could've been this at 
JMU. I got my shot and I want to be 
somebody." 
Backing up Murphy will be redshirt 
freshman Brad Morris and Shelton 
Colbert. Cannon moved Colbert, a 
redshirt junior, over from tackle to 
work at snapping the ball. But Cannon 
almost didn't have Colbert to work 
with this week. 
Colbert's grandfather died Saturday 
afternoon and he had planned to go 
home Sunday morning to be with his 
family. But while at his parent's hotel 
room Saturday night, Colbert heard the 
extent of Schellhammer's and 
Baumgardner's injuries, talked with his 
parents, and decided to slay. 
"I can't do anything for my 
grandfather now, but I can slick around 
and help my teammates out," Colbert 
said. "I had a feeling I'd be moving to 
center — and come Monday morning 
Coach Cannon called me and told me 
of the change." 
Cannon describes Colbert as 
"versatile" — he's played guard, tackle. 
JMU came out a bit flat after the 
half, allowing Richmond to generate a 
few short-lived runs. But backs Nora 
Maguire and Sonya McCarthy anchored 
the JMU defense that gave very little 
way late in the game. 
Katie Moylan and DcEite Daniel, 
both freshmen, rounded out the 
offensive surge with two late 
unassisted goals. 
JMU's next game is at home at 4 
p.m. Saturday against Virginia 
Wesleyan. 
tight end and now center since 
preseason began — and is "athletic and 
quick" like Schellhammer. 
"With our scheme of offense, it's not 
that tough [switching positions] 
because our blocking is mostly zones," 
Colbert said. 
Saturday the Dukes, 0-1, will take 
on 1-1-0 VMI at Alumni Memorial 
Stadium in Lexington. JMU has won 
the last four meetings with the Keydets 
— including a 25-0 rout last year in 
Harrisonburg. Cannon said VMI plays 
an aggressive brand of defense that, 
will test the lines' patches. 
"VMI's whole defense is 'Whoosh,' 
they just tee off and go," Cannon said. 
"That'll test the integrity of the line." 
In their game last week, the Keydets 
lost at Western Carolina 28-20 after 
winning their opener 24-7 over 
Catawba. 
From the scouting reports, the JMU 
players said the Keydets shoot right in 
and hit the gaps. The Dukes have 
tackles Carlson, 6-fool-4, 280 pounds, 
and Rees, 6-3, 275; guards Thurman, 
6-2, 310, and Eric Baylor, 6-3,265; on 
the line along with 6-1, 255-pound 
Murphy. VMI's defensive front 
averages 6-foot-1,250 pounds. 
"We're so big up front that we're 
going to wear them down later in the 
game," Murphy said. 
r^!^BTI                              1 
ACTIVITIES — FITNESS CENTER HOURS 
Monday - Thursday: 1-10 pm. 
HOME RUN DERBY Friday: 1-8 p.m. 
Sign up deadline is at noon Sept Saturday: 1-5 p.m. 
19 in Godwin 213. Sunday: 2:30-8:30 p.m. 
Faculty/Staff hour Monday - Friday 
CAPTAIN'S CHOICE GOLF noon - 1 p.m. 
There will be a team captain sign 
up meeting at 5:30 p.m. Sept 19 in 
Godwin 344. WARREN CAMPUS CENTER 
GAME ROOM HOURS 
ROLLERSKATING Daily: 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
There will be a Rollerskate Night at 
Skatetown USA on Sept. 20 from FACULTY NOTE 
7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Students may The new faculty/staff membership 
skate free with a JMU ED. Skate cards can be picked up in Godwin 213 
rental is Si. Monday - Friday from 1-5 p.m. 
WWU nw MUt*-Cach of *w edxeftteed 
item* » required lo t» teedey eveeable foe MM 
each Kroner Store  except M ipecrftcaay noted <n 
Iha H   n M do run out ol in adven-aed item, are 
wia offer you your choice of a comparable nem 
when avertable, reflecting the lama eavmge i 
reeKhecfc which wel entitle you to purchase the 
advertreed item at the edvoilieed price wnhm 30 
dew Only one vendor coupon w* be accepted pet 
earn purchased 
COPYRIGHT 1990 TH6 KROGER CO ITEMS 
AND PRICES GOOD SUNDAY. SEPT f 
THROUGH SATURDAY, SEPT IS. 1980. IN 
HARRISONBURG WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO 
LIMIT QUANTITIES   NONE SOLD TO DEALERS 
GredM^tinve! 
IN THE DELI-PASTRY SHOPPE 
Fresh Made 
Variety Pack Cookies 
24-CL20-OZ. 
Low Prices. 
And More. 
(REGULARLY ... $159 
GOLDEN RIPE 
Dole 
Bananas 
FROZEN 3 COMPARTMENT 
Freezer Queen 
Dinners  7.5- 10-oz. 99 
BUY ONE 
50-CT. BOTTLE EXTRA STRENGTH 
TYLENOL     TV"^. Gel Caps 
GET ONE 
FREE! 
IN SPECIALLY MARKED 2-CT. PKG. 
99* KEEBLER 0'Boisies Potato Chips ^rff. 6.5-oz. 
PARTY PRETZELS. THIN TWIST PRETZELS OR BIG VALUE CHEESE PUFFS 
12--16-OZ. . . 89C 
NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE. 
CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE. A»M| 
Diet Coke or *W 
Coca Cola Classic 2-ttr. 
!2-PAKJ2J>Z^CANS       . $3.49 
O 
0. 
Z) 
o 
u 
Top Flight 
Filler Paper 
100-Sheets Package 39° 
I  LIMIT 2 PACKAGES WITH COUPON 
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY 
1°' 
■ aW. MPT HAT  MPT II 1M 
muter TO affucMu sun » LOCAL TMH 
-\> 
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Colorado at Illinois 
Ckmson at Maryland 
Michigan at Notre Dame 
Penn State at USC 
Alabama at Florida 
Illinois 
Qemson 
Notre Dame 
USC 
Florida 
Illinois 
Qemson 
Notre Dame 
USC 
Florida 
Colorado 
Maryland 
Notre Dame 
USC 
Florida 
Illinois 
Qemson 
Notre Dame 
USC 
Florida 
Illinois 
Oemson 
Notre Dame 
USC 
Florida 
r• 
Washington at San Francisco 
Miami at Bunalo 
LA. Rams at Tampa Bay 
Houston at Pittsburgh 
Chicago at Green Bay 
San Francisco 
BurM} 
LA Rams 
Pittsburgh 
Green Bay 
San Francisco 
Bufclo 
LA Rams 
Pittsburgh 
Chicago 
San Francisco 
Miami 
Tampa Bay 
Pittsburgh 
Chicago 
V&srrington 
Buffalo 
LA Rams 
Houston 
Green Bay 
San Francisco 
Buffalo 
LA Rams 
Pittsburgh 
Chicago 
As we scratched and clawed to put together the football supplement, one thought dominated The Breeze's male sports staffs minds: It won't 
happen again The Lakers, the 49ers, OK. "But Swaim doesn't repeat" we vowed to each other. MattWasniewskididcatchherfbratietoend 
last season, but the Swami got all the glory and attention along the way and we weren't going to let it going to happen again Yeah, right U\a 
beats Qemson for the first time ever; she knew it Illinois loses to Arizona; she knew it Even Georgia Tech beating N.C. State was no surprise to 
the Swaimster. So here we go again The queen is back on her throne and proud as ever while the rest of us pick up our whafs left of our 
egos and give it another shot She can't do it again—can she? 
2 WEAK WILLED OR FAINT OF HEART 
IMMIC'B 
BARBECUE 
''Hun$ always somethingcoofan'at 9fanl(s' 
Ptf COOKED-r HICKORY SMOKED 
POftk, BEEF, CHICKEN 
MMS % THE BEST RIBS 
ON THE PLANET 
"Take a road trip" 
OPEN DAILY W9 434-2657orFAX432-4079 
Special 
with Student I.D. 
Small Pork Sandwich 
• Buy One • 
Get One FREE 
offer expires 9/21/90 
 1        S 
LOOK rOH THK OKANliK * 
KHI> KKSTAVKANT 
l£E COST1C WITH MATT WASMEWSKI/THE BREEZE 
Ike 
Cofteae CfwraCe 
¥ 
9{arrisonSur£ 'Baptist Church 
J  Jj    invites interested vocalists to join an outstanding choral 
group which provides musical expression and fellowship for 
university students. 
Rehearsals: Each Tuesday, 7:30 pm 
Auditions:    Following September Rehearsals 
For further information contact: 
433 - 2456 
David Banker, Minister of Music 
Harrisonburg Baptist Church 
501 South Main street 
  
•Pool 
•Clubhouse 
•Tennis Court 
►WaU-to-Wall Carpet 
►Small Pets Allowed 
Equal Opportunity: Housin 
•Full Size Washer & Dryer ►Fully Equipped Kitchen ► 1,2 & 3 Bedroom 
Townhouses and Garden 
Apartments 
A DEVON LANE 
434.2220 
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3776 
FOOTBALL & 
FOUR STAR 
PIZZA 
THIS SEASON'S HOTTEST TEAM 
NO CHECKS ACCEPTED NOW HIRING - FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE 
^■■■i    COUPON    ...■!    ipiHaa    COUPON   ■ ■JM-J^       giimmm    COUPON    ...^   p«-j««_  COUPON    ■■■■! 
ONE COUPON 
PEROROER 
MEAL 
DEAL 
ONE LARGE 
ONE ITEM 
PIZZA AND 
FOUR 16oz 
DRINKS 
UMTEO 
DELIVERY AREA 
!■■■■    COUPON    ■ ■■■ 
r--Mai   COUPON   ■■■■ 
SUB 
DEAL 
TWO BIG 
12" SUBS 
&7W016oz 
DRINKS 
I ONE COUPON 
_ PER ORDER 
■ 
I 
MEAL 
DEAL 
ONE LARGEI 
ONE ITEM    I 
PIZZA AND 
FOUR160Z  ■ 
LIMITED   ■ 
..-.WAREA   ■ 
COUPON    ■■■■J 
DRINKS 
DELIVERY ARE
DOUBLEZZ 
DEAL 
TWO LARGE 
QC ONE ITEM 
*** PIZZAS 
AND FOUR 
16oz DRINKS 
LIMITED 
_  PEROROER DEUVERYAREA    _ 
!■■■■  COUPON  ■■«■! 
I   ONE COUPON 
PEROROER 
■ ONECOUPON 
" PER ORDER 
UMTEO 
DEUVERYAREA 
COUPON 
COUPON    ■*■■■ 
COMBO 
TWO SMALL 
ONE ITEM 
PIZZAS 
AND TWO 
16oz DRINKS 
ONECOUPON 
PEROROER 
UMTED 
DELIVERY AREA 
DELUXE DEAL  
$15 95 ONE LARGE DELUXE & ONE LARGE PEPPERONI & FOUR 16oz DRINKS 
ONECOUPON 
PEROROER 
UMTEO 
DEUVERY AREA 
 JMU DUKES SPECIAL  
FOUR LARGE ONE-ITEM PIZZAS (mix or match) $oeoo 
ONECOUPON 
PEROROER 
ONLY 25 
I 
DOUBLEZZ I 
DEAL 
TWO LARGE | 
ONE ITEM 
PIZZAS 
AND FOUR 
16oz DRINKS | 
I 
UMTED ■ 
DELIVERY AREA* 
COUPON   ----J 
COUPON   ■■«§ 
I ■ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SUB 
DEAL 
TWO BIG 
12" SUBS 
&TW0160Z 
DRINKS 
LIMITED 
DEUVERY AREA 
COUPON   ■■■■ 
COUPON   ■■■■ 
COMBO 
TWO SMALL 
ONE ITEM 
PIZZAS 
AND TWO 
16oz DRINKS 
UMTED 
DEUVERYAREA 
■ ONE COUPON 
PEROROER 
UMTED 
DEUVERYAREA 
I I ■ ■ I 
I I I I I 
• 
Laaaai    COUPON    M-«aJ-   .................a.   •&■■■■    COUPON    MV 
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CALVIN & HOBBES/Bill Watterson /GaryLarson 
HOP ME  \C*3.EH? WELL 
wtw THIS \ TWS ONE ts 
HOMEWORK, UBITTRKKI 
OK? WWATS 
F\R5T Vfc CALL THE ANSKER 
"1," KW1 D0Y*EOR£?*| 
NOW 1 MM BE A SGUARE 
NUMBER, 90 WELL DRAW A 
$WARE AND MAKE THIS SIDE 
G AND THAT S\Ofc 3. TT£H 
WELL MEASURE WE WGONAL. 
I DONT 
REMEMBER 
THETEAO€R| 
EXPLAINING 
\r LIKE 
TWS. 
SHEPROBABLX 
DOESNT WON 
HIGHER MMU 
NHEN *W DEAL 
wrm HtGU 
NUMBERS, 10U 
NEED WGWER 
MAW 
I 
WELL wtu SEE ABOUT TWAT 
WVEN I GET BACK FROM W< 
PABENT-TEACUER CONFERENCE 
WIN M¥3S WORMWOOD.   .—- 
■WRE GOING TO 
TALK TO Ml TEACHER?! 
/ OUMAN.'MOMWENT 
fvJ    TO A PAREHT- 
•sfcH TEACHER CONFERENCE! 
%     & rMASGOODASOEV 
* NlSSVfcBMWOODWU 
TELL MOM ML SORTS 
OF HORROR STOCKS 
ABOUT ME/ 
WELL. ITSALLA 
CMESTVON Of 
PERSPECTWE. 
STYLL, t THINK 
I SHOULD BE 
ALLOWED TO HAVE 
A LAWVER PRESENT] 
AT THE MEETING. 
t 
-*^4 
WHAT AREHOU 
GOING TO SM 
WHEN fOUC MOM 
GETS BACK? 
SCUL/Bob Whisonant 
I'M SURE \T 
WILL BE AH 
IHPttMAJWE 
MEETING. 
GOSU, L FORGOT 
TO TELL**).' MW5| 
WORMWOOD SAID 
I WAS SO GOOD, 
VOU DtDNT NEED 
TO BOTHER OWNS 
REALL.T.' SHE 
SAlOHOUDONT 
HAVE TOGO.' 
NOTHING \ BUD01, IF 100 
AT ALL? 7 THINK I'M EVEN 
GOWG TO BE HERE 
WRECRAZ1/ 
Humor at lit lowest lorm. 
'HEY ax^f? fflFOWf»«IW' 
yeu LOOK LIKE 
ATfoU3U# 
K 
VfJlWiTHE 
mm***** 
MoT TO (W5W-T 
YGu, Bur ^u ARE 
TMATAHKeSCU 
UfiPW? 
muu?rn 
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WHEftt 
vnuniMmm. 
4 PK: 
rt 
Y<v«*rr eraser 
/it TO eeuevE 
TW7HEP«I»JCE 
tf WMLE$5 
CWTCMffeTE 
MM PEOPLE UMO 
we A L<me 
GVNCrHoABOJT 
COhismucnotft 
cv-Sj 
NK/ffflDI 
AffiNtmC? 
sniff-'tmn 
mwao 
FWTHIS. flAWftTSflrtt 
CJBU.,UHAT 
00? 
fmm/UHi/uii,iViiiiii 'lliilli'iiTiiiiitiiiiiiil i.iin TTi 
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s# 
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FOR RENT 
3 Rooms Left - 1 male, 2 lemale, fully 
furnished 4 BR, 2 lul bath. Fully equipped 
kitchen. 543 Hawkins SI. $165 moVroom. 9 
mo. tease. To see, cal 433-1774. 
Room - Fall semester sublet. $175+/mo. 293 
CampbeH St. Call 433-3318. 
Double Wide Mobile Home On Large Farm 
- 8 miles from JMU. 2 BR. furnished. 
$325/mo. 234-9781 
Room - W/D. TV. microwave, sundeck. Great 
roommates. Utilities included in rent ol $150. 
Cal Evens, 433-1758. Monday, Wednesday, 
Friday after 3 pm, Tuesday. Thursday after 8 
pm. Females only please. 
1 Room Remaining In 4 BR House - Share 
utilities, 5130/mo. Located on JMU bus Ine. 
683 N. Lberty St. Cal collect. (804)977 1666. 
60K South Ave. - 1 room furnished. Male. 
$150/mo. 434-2602 ^^ 
$1657Mo. Including Utilities - Price 
negoliab 9. Must rent now! 4 BR townhouse 
with 1 vacancy. 3 baths. 3 girls. Clean. 1 mils- 
Irom JMU. Call 433-8665, (703)256-20'B 
FOR SALE 
Sectional Sofa, WD, Sola t Chair - AH in 
excellent condilion. Cal 879-9319. 
Marshall Lead 20 Amp - Great sound. $250. 
X4337 
Bos* 901 Speaker* - Morantz speakers, 
Sansui & Technics receivers, Toshba tape 
decks, Technics & Onkyo turntables, old but 
cheap.867-5363 
8MW 2002 - 1974. red. A/C, AM/FM 
cassette. Excellent condition. 896-5039. 
(800)654 3663. $3,900. 
GE Refrigerator - 7 x ?, .$55. Rebecca. 
564-0135. Great condition. 
Bike - Bridgeslone 500. Shimano 600 ex 
Good condition. $200. Bill, 432-0676. 
Trek 12-Speed Bicycle - Great condilion. 
$130,432-9114 
85 Dodge GLH Turbo - 4 door, new brakes. 
new tires, $600. Kenwood pulbut stereo. 
$2,500 or best offer. Call Brendan, X7431 . 
Comfortable Chairs For Dorm/Apt. ■ $60. 2 
lor $100.433-1131 alter 5 pm. 
HELP WANTED 
Fasl Fundraising Program - $1,000 in just 1 
week. Earn up to $1,000 for your campus 
organization. Plus a chance at $5,000 morel 
This program works! No investment needed. 
Cal (800)932-0528 e«t 50. 
Great Job For Right Parson - 5 pm - 8 pm. 
Monday thru Thursday. Receptionist. Must be 
Irandry, attractive A ike working with people. 
Cal    Halterman    Karate.    434-8824   lor 
aappotntmtnt. 
Great Part-Time Job - Average $i5/hr. as a 
Christmas Around the World demonslrater. 
Cal 2806045. 
Tutors Needed In Al Subject Areas! 
Interested7 Contact the Counseling S Student 
Development Center. Alumnae Hal, Room 
200 lor an application. 
Exclto? Cap octw^ltotPart-Thao Worn- 
Fis easily into your busy school schedule We 
new) personable. Iriandry people to conduct 
m-store tood sampling programs in local 
grocery stores. Good pay, good hours, 
weekend work. Call Janice al (800)395-9195 
Of (804)744-8269 
Persons To Work In Athletic Equipment 
Room - Responsibilities include managerial 
duties, issuing equpment, maintaining 
inventory records. Apply at Godwin Hall, 
Athletic Equipment Room. 
Exceptional Money-Making Opportunity - 
For December graduates Irom the Northern 
Va  area. Call Dana al 432-9006 to view 
informational video. 
Raise A Thousand  In A Week - The 
fundraiser that's working on 1800 college 
campuses! Your campus group can earn up 
to $1,000 in just 1 week. No investment 
needed. Be first on your campus. A tree gift 
just lor calling. Cal now (800)765-8472 ext 
90 
Waitresses Needed 
All shifts available. 
Jess's Lunch 
Apply in person after 2 pm. 
22 S. Main St. 
We Need Self-Motivated Students - Earn 
jp to $iO/hr Market credit cards on campus. 
Flexible hours. Only 10 positions available. 
Can now. (800)950-8472 ext, 20 
Fraternities, Sororities, Campus 
Organizations, Highly Motivated Individuals - 
Travel free + earn up lo $3,000* selling spring 
break trips to Cancun, South Padre Island. 
Orlando. Daylona Beach. (800)258-9191 
Part-Time - Earn easy extra money. Positive 
feelings for lesbians'gays & their 
Iriends/lamlies is a must. Write Reebekka. 
P.O. Box 76087, Atlanta, GA 30358 
ah 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost - Fake Rolex with gold & black lace. 
Extreme sentimental value. II found, please 
call Mchele at 564-0616. $200 reward. 
Found - Silver ring in Johnston 204. Come lo 
Johnston 214 to claim. See Ginger. 
SERVICES 
Typing done in my home. Call 432-1975. 
Word Processing - Student papers, reports, 
elc. Judy Shaw. 828-2748. 
Typing/Word Processing - Deborah Toth, 
828-4064. 5 minutes south of Harrisonburg. 
Typing - Professional, accurate. Call Dave, 
564-0560. Tutoring, tutors S students. 
Horizon Sure Tan — Is your professional 
tanning center. Both UVA 1UVB rays. Phone 
434-1812 or slop by 1106 Reservoir St. 
Loam To Scuta Dive & open the door to a 
whole new world. Call Kittys Scuba, 
433-3337. We are a PADI lull service dive 
canter. Lessons, equipment, rental, air a 
Iraval. 
Hunt Seat Riding Lessons - All levels. 11 
miles Irom campus. Oak Manor Farms, 
234-8101. Call lor appointment. 
Guitar Lessons - Any stylo. Rock, blues, 
jazz Contact Doug. 432-9504. 
Pro-Type* - Next day service only $120/pg. 
Brands, 432-9810. 
Typing/Word Perfect - Evenings. 14 years 
expenence! Can 432-9724 
Ricks Auto Repair $ Towing Service - 
1738-B Country Club Rd., H'burg. Va. Minor & 
major repairs. For estimates, student specials 
this month, 4324024. 434-5099. Evening 
appointments available. 
Typing/Word Processing - By professional 
secretary. Call Liz, 249-5767. 
WANTED 
Female Roommate Needed - For 2 BR apt 
Pels okay. Cal 433-2765. 
Looking For Fraternity, Sorority or student 
organization that would like to make 
$500-$1,000 tor a 1 week on-campus 
marketing project. Must be organized A 
hardworking. Call Jenny or Kevin al 
(800)592-2121. 
PERSONALS 
Poontlde BBO Tonight - At 7 pm with 
entertainment Sigma Nu style. 
Beadie Babe - Thanks again for a most 
wonderful weekend! You're an awesome best 
Iriendl I love you! Oompah 
NAACP - Civil Righls Movement - "Eyes on 
the Prize" Sunday, 7 pm. Room C. 
HK - Eta Kappa. The legend lives on. For 
Rush into call Jeremy at x5866 or Andy at 
433-601Z 
Greet Job Kris $ Beth Ann - You're 
awesome! Love, ALA. 
Cash Paid For Used Compact Discs - Up to 
$6 each. Trade in your old music for 
something new. Town & Campus Records, 69 
S. Lberty St. Downtown H'burg. 433-5550. 
Attention: 
Alpha Phi Transfers 
& Alumnae 
We are coining to JMU. 
Please call Tracy" Gray at 
433-8280 for more info. 
Bartenders Needed - Musi be Va. stale 
licensed. Call x7290. 
. •■« The GBA Investment Club - Learn by 
:oing! 
A<Mi - The way a fraternity was meant to 
be: coed. Check out JMU's only coed service 
fraternity at the smokers on Sept. 11th or 
13th, 8-9 pm, Piedmont Room, WCC. 
Karate Lessons - Monday & Wednesday, 7 - 
9:30 pm, Godwin Hal Wrestling Room. JMU 
Martial Arts Club. Open to all ranks & styles. 
Only a lew openings left. Cal 4344824 or 
slop by. 
Kim « Leslie - You're going to be great 
Greek Senators! Love. £K. 
We Are Searching For R I I/Jen 
Musicians. Call 5644464. 
Free Furniture - Couches 8 chairs. 20 m*es 
Irom campus. Cal 240-4700 between the 
hours of 6 am 16pm. 
Mark - I want to make a toast to us. to the 
fima wave been together A to the future. 
Happy anniversary. I love you. Melissa 
To The Old Bookstore Ladles - I tow you 
Mai a 
ZTA — We are so proud ol you alhough we 
cam show our ZTA spirit right nowl Love, 
your ZTA RhoChis. 
We're in PARADISE! Great job with Rush 
ZTAI _^ 
Players - Thursday ladies free all night. Men 
$1 until 11pm. 
Watch For Mug Yourself I- Mon.. Sept. 17 
at Dukes. 
Start Training Your Dogsl AXO Frisbee 
Fing. Oct. 14. 
Bring Your Scuba Gear - Rushing Eta 
Kappa will be wet! 
TKE Rushl Monday night football. Sapping 
well Sept. 17.8 pm. 
Speech Path Or Audtotogy Major? Join 
NSSCHA Sapl 17, 8 pm, Ed 127 or call 
Melissa x4759 or Chris 433-3356. 
Phi Beta Lambda - A business organization 
that's more than just business. Come find out 
more at our Formal Smoker Thursday al 6 
pm, WCC. Valley Room. 
Rush £0>E - For more inlo conatct Mike, 
X7431 or Kevin, 432-9278. 
Rush IIK<D — Today, cookout with AEA, 4 
p.m. Tomorrow — "Rush the Knob.' Meet at 
house at 3 p.m. Saturday — The Main Event" 
and 6-loot subs. 4 pjn. Sunday — Purcell 
Park with £K, noon.  
Adoption - Happy, financially secure couple 
with love to gwe wishes to adopt newborn. 
Legal. Confidential. Please call Prisdlla & Ed 
collect (703)534-3720. 
Donate Used Cars $ Real Estate - To IRS 
approved chanty for homeless. Free lowing. 
Charity Foundation, inc., Lame Kline, 2122 
Port Republic Rd, 434-7787. 
GBA Investment Club - Brochures available 
in Finance Dept, Sheldon 104. 
Laura M. i Laura S. - Congratulations on 
your EN Little Sister bids' Love, J2X 
University  Commission   Applications  - 
Available in SGA Office Sept. 10-15. 
Why Rush Dry When You Can Rush TKE? 
Larry? 
Wilderness Weekend - Take a break Irom 
the 'Burg I BBO, rappeling & more. Sept. 
14-15. Interested? Call Military Science Dept., 
X6264. 
Lesbian 4 Gay Concerns - Tonight, Keezel 
6-1,0 PA 
Rush K API Cal Scon Clarke at 564-1223 for 
info. 
Way To Go Melissa! We're so psyched! 
Love.AXn. 
No Join Presents - The Good Guys, Wad.. 
Sept. 19 at the Back Room. 
Help! Our adorable kitten needs good home. 
Ptoasa cal 432-0925. 
You've  Bean  Laid 
entertained at LN 
be tod $ 
LOE   The experience ol a lifetime. 
rfMMiMn, SophomofM, Junior*, Seniors, 
Grads  GBA Investment Club. 
Jan Eaton — r m looking torwa rd to being a 
grandma! I hope you get as wonderful a Mile 
sister as I was blessed with. I ksve you. Don't 
target lunch today. 
Rough, Tough* to The But! -ArCampng 
Trip 1000. 
Congratulations - Heather & Squatty on 
your initiation. We love you! Love. AEA. 
Rachel LaGasae - We appreciate al you do! 
Lovo.AXQ 
Good Guys With Everything - At the Back 
Room. Wed., Sept. 19. 
Rush Eta Kappa -HK. Beat the dry spell 
Chinese Self Defense Classes - Stephen 
Lipscomb is second degree black bed 
teaching Wing Chun. Akkto. Tai Chi Chuan. 
Inlo. 564-0356. 
Get Wet With AT. 
CPR» First AkJChssea-Cal 209-29O6 for 
more Mo. 
Seth Kaplan - Admit it, you like me! Love, 
your "womping" Rile sis. 
Phi Beta Lambda - A business organization 
that's more than just business. Come find out 
more at our Formal Smoker Thursday at 6 
pm, WCC. Valley Room. 
Business Will Come Alive - GBA 
InveslmenlClub. 
Rush Kappa Delta Rho - What fraternity was 
meant to be! 
Congratulations - To Heather O. on her 
pinning. Love, AT. 
AXP - Thanks lor a night of good music & a. 
good lime. We had a blast. Love, ZLE. 
Shroomarama T-Shirts - "You weren't there 
but I saw you anyway!" Cal Chuck, 433-4821. 
Appreciate 1 Enjoy Your Classes More - 
GBA Investment Club. 
Travel Free! Quality vacations to exotic 
destinations! The most affordable spring 
break packages lo Jamaica 8 Cancun. 
Fastest way to travel free & S. (800)426-7710 
HIE Marketing Fraternity - 'Join us now or 
work lor us later!" Orientation, Sept. 17,6 pm. 
PC Ballroom. All majors welcome' 
Come Pick Up Your 
University Commission Application 
from Sept. 10-15 
in the SGA Office. 
Applications due by 5 pm Friday. 
-j/ 
Smelly and Little Beth - The terrible two 
promise not lo terrorize you for at least two 
hours today! 
Harmony Meeting Tonight - 6 pm, Keezel 
G-1. Everyone wetome! 
ATs BunmkV - Where's the shroom? 
Freshmen Parking - Bnng your car to JMU 
private parking lot above Bed Hal. 25 spaces. 
Cal 433-2126 after 5pm 
Ruth E*E - The experience ol a lifetime. 
XO) - You can write all over us any dayl 
Love. ZTA. 
Rush KAF1 Cal Scott Clarke at 564-1223 tor 
Wo.  
GBA Investment CD*  Brochures avertable 
in Finance Dept., Sheldon 104 
Lori and Dawn — You guys am making us 
so proud! We tove you, your ZTA sisters 
—  
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Rush TKEI Cal Steve, 433-7430. TKE 
Home lor Ho.  
Lad   HM   Changed   But   Shsnandoeh 
Software is still the best place to gel computer 
stud & school supplies. 1427 S. Man St. 3 
blocks south of JMU. near 7-11. 433-8485. 
Open Saturdays.  
Players 
50* Friday Hungry Hour 
Fries, onion rings, Ciros pizza 
slices. 
All just 50C from 5 - 9 pm Friday 
afternoon. 
-Honor Above Al Things" K AP 
No Joke k Back! Look for Indecision In 
October. 
Rush Eli Kappa - find out the truth about 
the wM things! For Rush info cal Jeremy 
x5888 or Andy. 433-6012. 
Com South 0' The Border With KAP 
-1215 South Main, 7 pm. 564-1223 for more 
Wo.  
nK® — Gel ready lor a memorable Rush! 
We love you guys, Your Little Sisters. 
Ughh - Thanks to our wonderful EN Little 
Sisters lot an ugly Saturday morning. Also 
Congrats to our newest Little Sisters: Krrsty 
Temple. Laura Merkety, Laura Schnorbus & 
Julie Schnel.  
Chuck - Next lime we'll figure out how to 
play that game. Thanks for the hospitality 
Juie— Happy 18th Birthday. May your year 
be wonderful. God Bless. Love, your 
roomates, Brookie and Tonya. 
Nan — One year and one day. 
Congratulalions! I'm looking forward lo being 
your "Best Maid." I love you. La. 
J. Scoll Lakflaw — You still are the best 
tennis player in our collective hearts. Keep 
striving lo do the best. You will succeed. 
Love. Danny, Rick. Matt. Kevin, Dennis, Todd. 
Trey, Greg. Tom, Rob, Scott. Shawn, Steve 
and Bit. 
What's the best 
way to expose 
yourself to the 
whole campus? 
Keep watching The Breeze for details. 
ONLY    3 
MON-FRI 11-2:00 
-I Heard That!" 
•V'J'J.K'V >>>>.>.   ■■'.■■'.' 
Ndthin 
Ednas 
Includes: 
Home-made 
salad, veggies, 
surprises! 
All this and more, only at 
pasta 
daily 
■■ 
".«.   .   'I'l ■   '   H   ■"■'    »' *'. '   '■' ' 
1059 S. High St, The Burg 
433- 
odiesl 
Come in and say "Hi" to 
EDNA! 
-■.> Kifl • .'. V. ' .',", ,1.\ -. "l' «l «• ' ' 
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MONDU 
Monday Night Football Special 
Two Medium One-Topping Pizzas 
Plus Four 16 oz. Coat-Cob9 
$12.99 ,,*-. 
*u jo )«u choicr o( ont loppng. pins K»% REAL 
chmr.onTwoDonuno'songBulouBpcasJiidloii 
16 a. books c< cold C«*C*»cte* or Met 
0*f»  far oaty $12 91, plus ou' 
DOMINO'S 
DAILY SPECIALS 
Let* Moke A Deal 
We Accept Competitor's 
Coupons at Face Value! 
On Tatafatys only. well accept all pan ccenpcolor's 
couponi at fal fact ■nktc. far ctMparaMr or brrjrr 
Doraaao'sprzza Limit one coupon 10 br vised pn order 
fantastic Meal Deal 
$7.99cy--, 
*ugrilX]rnino'sbunrry-IisiingP»nPi2aCrusi,do»klr 
100% REAL Cheese, plus your choree otone tapping 
jndrwol6o2Bonloo(coUCoQi-Ci>lj«lorc«ly$7 99. 
plus Da1 
1 Kill \> 
Try Something New.' 
l>)rnino's MeatZZa Pizza Feast 
Generous portions ol pepperoni, bacon, sausage, him. 
& doublr 100* (teal Cheese   ■ > special pnet' 
rVpperoni Pizza Feast 
Pepperoni Pizza Feast 
$8.15 Medium 
$11.00 Large 
Loaded with extra pepperoni and loo ol 100% REAL 
Cheese at a special prior1 
Domnoi Favorite Ftasts 
$1.50 Off! 
Saw $1.30 Off Domino's 
Favorite Pizza Feasts! 
Dth«.MearZZj.r>pprrciai,GaRioi.or 
ixtrrrmjGZZr Pizza Fasts! 
s> Vi)\"' 
Medium Pepperoni Pizza 
for $2.00(^-, 
When You Boy Any Large 
One-Topping or More Pizza. 
Get a Medium PrporroniPuza far S2 00. plus ox whrn 
you purchase any Laip Piua with your choice of one 
or one lopprngs 
No coupon needed to redeem darty specials which are rol good in conjurKSon with any other 
coupon oners, or specials Customer must pay sales taxes where applicable  Delivery areas 
■mied to ensure sale driving. Our drivers ctrry km then 120 M.endannewrrjerainedlor 
rate detvenes valid at participating Dorians far a hrnrMO tune onry 
® 
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZAT 
« 
Now every pizza from Domino's Pizza® comes with something extra... our UNCONDITIONAL PRODUCT GUARANTEE! WfeVe turned our 
famous 30 minute delivery guarantee into a much bigger promise of 100% Product Satisfaction. 
This means you can be sure that every pizza you order from Domino's Pizza will be fresh, hot, made to order, and most of all delicious! Domino's 
Pizza and our Shenandoah Valley employees are dedicated to providing safe, quick delivery, and a delicious tasting pizza, every time you 
order. Vve'U guarantee it! If you are not completely satisfied with your pizza just let us know and we'll gladly replace it free of charge or refund the 
purchase price. If you have any concerns with your order just call local store manager ■ 
To Order Call 
31 Miller Circle 22 Terri Drive 
433-2300      433-3111 
r$2.00 Off! 
__«■*«■   Di«^n   nnfrW   ■  *••*«■*  * I VMIWla — am Any Pizza with One-Topping or More. 
Please present this coupon to receive $2.00 off any Domino's Pizza with one-topping 
T 1 s\ A   Coca-Cola® classic 1U<L or Diet Coke®! 
or more 
Not valid after 9/30/90 
i 
OK coupon ta on* vt*o ai naniooai"! rtm on* hn «H arm my otwi cow Pncae 
ma, any Cutun payieaaaaMw^epeecata DeMvyaraaimtM to (nun saM anting 
Ow Omen cany Ma Ml 130 00 Our dnvan are nor pwmo lr» Ian aMUanaa 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J- 
(Limit 4 - 16 oz. Bottles) 
Please present this coupon to receive up to four 16 oz. bottles of ice-cold Coca-Cola* 
classic or Diet Cokefor only 10* each with any Domino's Pizza purchase. 
Not valid after 9/30/90 
On coupon par «■ VaM a pareopaang rum at, Mol Ml •» art, arm am Pnon 
may-en*CuaomapaniaMtnwmwaectcaeh 0*v*yaraaa km*M loinunaaia cwvmg 
Ow tnvan carry Ma >un t» X Ow dntwi an mil awiataad tar Ml It—arm 
